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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Prospects of Quantum Information Science

Beginning around the year 1760, the first industrial revolution mechanized production with water and steam power. The second, anno 1870, added electric
power, allowing for mass production. The third saw digitalization of information
on a grand scale, automating production. Each revolution, life has fundamentally
changed. It is widely believed we are on the brink of the fourth now, characterized by the evolution of science and technology at an unprecedented rate [1], and
a fusion of physical, digital and biological systems. In this, a prominent role may
be played by devices that operate in a fundamentally new way: harvesting the
unique properties of quantum mechanics.
Niels Bohr once said: ”if quantum mechanics hasn’t profoundly shocked you,
you haven’t understood it yet”. Mankind has spent over a century finding its
footing in a quantum world, puzzling out the intricacies of particles acting like
waves and vice versa. The relatively young field of quantum information science
(QIS) now aims to apply the principles of quantum mechanics. At the core of QIS
lies the concept of a qubit, the quantum mechanical analogue to the classical bit
underpinning all of modern computing. Whereas a bit is a simple switch, either
0 (off) or 1 (on), a qubit can be in any complex combination of 0 and 1 (the
principle of superposition). This can, in principle, lead to a higher information
density on a qubit than on a classical bit. Additionally (and uniquely quantum)
qubits can be entangled, inextricably linking them together. This means that
a single unitary gate operation can operate on all qubits simultaneously, which
is the fundamental reason a quantum computer can be faster than a classical
computer for many important tasks.
Perhaps the most widely known of these tasks is that a quantum computer can
1
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break the widely-used RSA encryption by quickly factorizing large prime numbers
- an insurmountably complex task for any classical computer [2]. Conversely,
encryption schemes based on entangled qubits would be fundamentally safe [3],
meaning QIS is both a disease and a cure for privacy. Many other important
algorithms can also be sped up dramatically be quantum algorithms (for a very
readable account, the reader is referred to [4]). However, the most important
use of a quantum computer could well be its ability to simulate other complex
quantum systems. Where a classical computer needs exponentially more time
to calculate the dynamics of a quantum many-body problem as the number of
quantum systems is increased, a quantum computer could basically mimic the
quantum system under study, taking exponentially less time than its classical
counterpart. Many fields of potentially revolutionary research involving quantum
many-body problems (e.g. room temperature superconductivity, metamaterials,
quantum chemistry, and quantum computing itself) could be revolutionized this
way.

1.2

Qubits

A single qubit is a quantum mechanical two-state system, isolated from its environment, only interacting with what, and when, we want it to. Also, it has to
have a long coherence time T2 , which is the fundamental limiting timescale after
which the qubit forgets its quantum state. Many such systems have been realized,
such as atoms trapped in optical fields at temperatures near absolute zero [5], superconducing circuits [6], and quantum dots in semiconductors [7]. In addition to
these stationary systems, optical pulses are by nature great carriers of quantum
information, which can for instance be encoded in their wavelength, polarization, or the number of photons. These flying qubits hardly interact, preserving
their quantum state, but can be coupled via non-linear elements like stationary
qubits. In a quantum circuit, they can shuttle information between qubits, or
be the qubits themselves. The reason why the construction of entire quantum
computers is still in its infancy is that it is very hard to entangle large numbers
of qubits, and to subsequently perform precise quantum logic operations on them
(the record numbers are in the double digits, while at least thousands of entangled qubits are required, and preferably orders of magnitude more). For classical
computers such scaling required integrated circuits (ICs) on semiconductors, and
it is likely this will also be the case for quantum computers (see Fig. 1.1 for an
artist impression of a photonic quantum IC).

3
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Figure 1.1: Photonic quantum IC
impression. Chip concept for QIS with
photons. Single-photon sources (yellow)
are coupled to waveguides (white), which
branch off into the distance, with beamsplitters providing coupling between the
photonic channels (reproduced from [8]).

The list of desirable features for a qubit in the solid state is long: longer
coherence time; higher efficiency; room-temperature operation; optical operating
wavelengths compatable with current telecom infrastructure; ease of fabrication
and scaling; low cost per qubit - to name some important ones. Though several
solid state qubits have been realized, none yet fulfill this entire list, nor is it certain
any system ever can. Thus, the search for better ones continues undiminished.
Color centers in semiconductors, pioneered by the NV− center in diamond [9],
have been shown to hold promise on many levels. Color centers are point defects
in the crystal lattice: small complexes of one or a few vacancies and/or impurities.
Here, the bonding electrons reconfigure very locally, resulting in a tightly bound
electronic spin. This spin can have several long-lived and long-coherent groundstate levels, which can be used as a qubit. Color centers occur naturally, or can
be created by damaging the lattice, for instance by electron bombardment. The
name comes from the optical transitions of various color centers: some can emit
visible light, depending on the details of the center, but many also emit in the
infrared. Conversely, color centers can be addressed by laser fields of the correct
wavelengths, possibly allowing to all-optical manipulation of the ground-state
spin.

1.3

Color centers in silicon carbide

Since 2011, is has been shown that the 4H, 6H and 3C polytypes of silicon carbide
host several color centers promising for QIS [10–13]. These early works, using
microwave fields and defect ensembles, showed that their ground-state spin levels
have coherence times in the microsecond (free spin precession) or millisecond
range (using spin-echo techniques). Some of these defects were even coherent at
room temperature. Also, since these varieties of SiC are easily grown in bulk and
processed into devices industrially, and the wavelength of light required (1040-

4
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c+axis#

1140 nm, depending on the center) is near the telecom regime, SiC seems a very
appealing platform for QIS.

Si#
C#
Mo#
Bond#
Figure 1.2: Color centers in 4H-silicon carbide. Divacancies (a and b), and Mo
interstitial (c) in a slice of 4H-SiC along the c-axis.

Fig. 1.2 shows a two-dimensional slice of the 4H-SiC lattice (see appendix 1.6
for more detail on the lattice structure and symmetry). The lattice consists
of hexagonal sheets (orthogonal to the plane of Fig. 1.2) of silicon (blue) and
carbon (yellow), stacked to form tetrahedral unit cells along the c-axis (running
from bottom to top). The covalent bonds are indicated in red. An example
is shown for each of the three color centers investigated in this thesis. First,
labeled a, is a divacancy. It consists of a missing carbon and silicon atom (faded),
adjacent to each other. It is oriented at 19.5◦ with respect to the basal plane
(the plane orthogonal to the c-axis), giving it the low point group symmetry of
C1h (also known as Cs ), and its name of basal plane divacancy. There are two
distinct basal plane divacancies in 4H-SiC (known as PL3 and PL4 [10]), due
to different local lattice symmetries the divacancy can be in (see appendix 1.6).
Next, labeled b, is the c-axis divacancy. It is similar to the basal variety, except
for the important fact that it has the higher point group symmetry of C3V . Both
divacancies have a ground-state spin S = 1, with degeneracies lifted by local
asymmetry inside the lattice (zero-field splittings). Lastly, indicated by c, is the
molybdenum interstitial impurity. The Mo atom (green) is expected to sit inside
a c-axis divacancy, slightly shifted towards the missing Si position [14]. Its ground
state has not been studied as much as that of the divacancies (its coherence time
is unknown), but it was reported to also be an S = 1 state [15].

5
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To coherently address the color centers, we
of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT). Fig. 1.3a shows the energy
levels that form the basis of an optically-addressed qubit: a Λ system. The
relevant decay rates (Γa,b for population relaxation, γa,b for pure dephasing) are
drawn in gray. Quantum information is stored in a coherent superposition of
the ground-state levels |g1 i and |g2 i. Two optical fields, a weak probe (green)
and strong control (orange), drive transitions from the ground-state levels to the
optically excited state |ei. When both fields are equally detuned from |ei (twophoton resonance), the system is transparant to the optical fields, and EIT is
realized. In this situation the population is trapped in the ground-state levels,
a phenomenon called coherent population trapping (CPT). In an optically thin
medium EIT and CPT lineshapes are identical (perhaps up to a background and
sign, depending on the measurement technique), as is the case throughout this
thesis. The physical system may have (many) more energy levels, but as long
as these three levels can be isolated from the rest, EIT can be realized. EIT
allows optical fields to address the ground state without actually exciting the
system to an excited state, which would typically destroy the system’s quantum
information in a matter of nanoseconds, and
1 has been essential in many areas,
such as slowing of pulses of light [16], cooling
atoms [17], and the operation of
1
optical quantum memories [18, 19].
For a qualitative understanding of EIT consider the following optical processes, with population of the three energy levels denoted as ρi . When, for instance, only the strong control field is active, population will be quickly pumped

6
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into |g1 i (i.e., ρ1 = 1), since there is hardly any decay from |g1 i to |g2 i. If then
a weak probe field is switched on, some population is pumped back into |g2 i,
but not much, since the probe is so much weaker. This population equilibrium
is depicted in Fig. 1.3b. The arows I and II designate two exitation pathways
from |g1 i to |g2 i: path I is direct, and path II is indirect, via decay to and subsequent excitation from |g2 i. Since the control beam is so much stronger, these two
pathways have equal probability amplitudes, and they destructively interfere and
cancel each other, causing the population to remain trapped in the ground state
(there is in principle an infinite series of such indirect pathways, but they cancel
out in the same manner). This state |Ψi ∝ Ωp |g2 i−Ωc |g1 i is called coherent dark
state, and its coherence time is that of the ground state. In situations where the
probe is not relatively weak, it can still be shown [20] that EIT actually persists
even when the probe and control fields are of equal intensity.

1.5

Goals of this research

The goal of the research presented in this thesis is to delve into the all-optical
manipulation of several SiC-based qubits: the electronic spins of divacancies and
molybdenum interstitials. What does the optically excited state look like, and
what are the transition rules? Can we access the long ground-state coherence
times, or does an all-optical approach interfere? Can we make the light interact
coherently with the defects (essential for QIS, see section 1.4)? Are there significant differences between color centers? Are there additional optical phenomena that play a role, impeding or helping these defects in eventual applications?
These are some of the questions we will (try to) answer. As an added factor,
instead of measuring on a single defect, we look at ensembles of 1014 -1017 defects
simultaneously. Though ensembles can make for less technically demanding experiments than measuring on single defects [21, 22] (see Fig. 1.4), and can be
very appealing for applications in their own right [18], this does add a degree of
inhomogeneity to the measurements which can mask homogeneous interactions
between light and defects. Circumventing these inhomogeneities will play a large
role in all the presented measurements, and the methods used in that regard are
not unique to color centers in SiC, but can be applied to a variety of quantum
systems suffering from inhomogeneities. Finally throughout this work, emphasis
will be placed on how such defect ensembles can be optimally addressed with an
eye on applications, especially as a quantum memory for light.
First, we present in chapter 2 an investigation on the basal plane divacancies.

1.1

Introduction

1.5 Goals of this research

1.2

a) b)

Cake

1.1

Introduction

1.2

Cake
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a) b)

Figure 1.4: SiC samples in measurement cage. a) Copper cage holding several
4H-SiC samples. A lens is mounted to the side, to collect PLE emitted by the samples.
b) Samples as seen through the lens.

Measurements took place on a commercial wafer with low divacancy concentration, requiring the use of photoluminescence excitation and a specially designed
macro-caviy sample to observe the spin signals. Special methods were developed
to circumvent inhomogeneity in the optical transition frequency, requiring the optical driving of additional transitions in the full triplet-triplet energy level scheme,
besides just those shown in Fig. 1.3. As a result, we reveal the excited-state spin
structure, propose and verify a simple model explaining the transition rules, and
we report the first observation of CPT in silicon carbide.
Next we turn to the study of the second type of divacancy, oriented along
the c-axis, in chapter 3. Due to electron irradiation
1 and subsequent annealing,
3
the samples contained 10 times more defects (samples grown in the group of
Nguyen T. Son and Erik Janzén at Linköping University, Sweden, and irradiated
by Takeshi Ohshima, of the Japan Atomic Energy Agency). This made possible
the use of transmission spectroscopy - a step towards optically thick samples
and directly in line with the anticipated device functionality. It is shown that
although two divacancy sub-ensembles are always addressed simultaneously, with
very different excited states, optimal external magnetic field alignment can cause
light to only interact with particular Λ systems. For both sub-ensembles our
measurements reveal the spin structure for the excited state.
Chapter 4 reports how EIT can be realized in these optimally prepared Λ
systems. The EIT is shown to be robust, despite taking place in an effective five
level system with up to six driven transitions, in the presence of very significant
inhomogeneity in the optical transition frequency and laser intensity. The relevant relaxation and dephasing parameters of the divacancies are extracted. We
also address the feasibility of using these divacancies for the storing and readout

1
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of pulses of light in quantum memories.
In chapter 5 we turn our attention to the molybdenum interstitial impurity,
in a 4H-SiC sample with low defect concentration (obtained from the group of
Nguyen T. Son and Erik Janzén at Linköping University), again requiring photoluminescence methods as in chapter 2 for signal detection. It is found that even
though homogeneous signals can be extracted from the inhomogeneous ensemble,
these behave as S = 12 states, which contradicts previous literature on the subject
[15]. Full understanding of the ground-state and excited-state spin structure of
this system remains a point for further research.

1.6 Appendix: Lattice and defect geometry

9
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1.6

Appendix: Lattice and defect geometry

Figure 1.5 shows a side view of the 4H-SiC lattice, taken along the crystal growth
axis (termed the c-axis). The c-axis is defined as orthogonal to the consecutive
hexagonal sheets of carbon (yellow) and silicon (blue) that form the crystal,
and the plane these sheets lie in is termed the basal plane. The unit cell is a
tetrahedron with Si at its corners, and one C inside (or vice versa). The covalent
bonds are indicated in red, and the view of the lattice is such that all bonds that
lie as the two white arrows are in the plane of the page.
The local symmetry of the lattice surounding a point defect is of paramount
importance for what the electronic spin will be, and in SiC, there can be many
local symmetries. The reason for this is that SiC can grow in hundreds of so-called
polytypes, where the difference between these polytypes is after how many layers
of Si and C along the c-axis the lattice repeats itself. In Fig. 1.5, this is shown for
4H-SiC, where capital letters indicate Si layers of a particular symmetry. Starting
at the bottom with layer B, the next layer up is simply called A. Looking along
the arrow I, we see that the Si atoms in the third layer from the bottom (as well
as the C atoms directly below them) are in the same positions as for the first
layer, so we label this layer B as well. The fourth layer, however, has its Si atoms
at a different position from A and B, as seen by looking along arrow II, and we
label it C. This change of positions is possible because every consecutive layer
can be rotated around the c-axis by 60◦ , still forming a continuous lattice. The
next layer is identical to the two layers B again, and after the fourth layer the
pattern repeats: hence the 4 in 4H-SiC (where h stands for hexagonal).
The local symmetries of the Si and C layers comes from these 60◦ twists of the
sheets of Si and C around the c-axis. The first symmetry is hexagonal (h), which
is the case for the atoms in the red bars. For these atoms, the atoms directly above
are in the same positions as the atoms directly below (see for instance the atoms
in the lower two red bars, enclosed by Si and C atoms in the same positions,
as indicated by arrow I). These surrounding layers are hexagonal, giving the
hexagonal symmetry. The second symmetry, quasi-cubic (k), is indicated by the
green bars. It occurs when the surrounding layers of atoms are not in the same
positions (such as for arrow II), resulting in a warped cubic surrounding lattice.

10
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h
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C
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c-axis

II
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h
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Si
C
Bond
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h
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Figure 1.5: Symmetries of the 4H-SiC lattice. Side view of the 4H-SiC lattice,
showing consecutive layers of Si (blue) and C (yellow), with covalent bonds (red). White
arrows indicate bonds in the plane of the page. After four distinct layers (BABC), the
sequence repeats. Two local symmetries result: hexagonal (h), with identical hexagonal
surrounding sheets of atoms (indicated by arrow I), and quasi-cubic, with different
surrounding layers (arrow II). From these symmetries, four divacancies are possible:
hh and kk (along c-axis), and hk and kh (in the basal plane).

For polytypes with more layers per repetition, there are more local symmetries:
generally for N H-SiC there are N symmetries.
Since a divacancy (the color center under investigation in chapters 2-4) consists of one missing C and one missing Si next to each other, these local symmetries allow for four distinct divacancies: those where both vacancies have the same
symmetry necessarily lie along the c-axis (hh and kk), and those with different
symmetries lie in the basal plane (hk and kh). For the molybdenum interstitial
impurity investigated in chapter 5, the Mo atom is expected to sit inside a divacancy along the c-axis with hh-symmetry, slightly shifted towards the vacant Si
position [14].

Chapter 2
All-optical coherent population
trapping with basal plane divacancy
spin ensembles in silicon carbide
Abstract
Divacancy defects in silicon carbide have long-lived electronic spin
states and sharp optical transitions. Because of the various polytypes of SiC, hundreds of unique divacancies exist, many with spin
properties comparable to the nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond.
If ensembles of such spins can be all-optically manipulated, they
make compelling candidate systems for quantum-enhanced memory,
communication, and sensing applications. We report here direct alloptical addressing of basal plane-oriented divacancy spins in 4H-SiC.
By means of magneto-spectroscopy, we fully identify the spin triplet
structure of both the ground and the excited state, and use this for
tuning of transition dipole moments between particular spin levels.
We also identify a role for relaxation via intersystem crossing. Building on these results, we demonstrate coherent population trapping -a
key effect for quantum state transfer between spins and photons- for
divacancy sub-ensembles along particular crystal axes. These results,
combined with the flexibility of SiC polytypes and device processing,
put SiC at the forefront of quantum information science in the solid
state.

This chapter is based on Ref. 5 on p. 131.
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Introduction

Strong interaction between a long-lived spin state and an optical field is a powerful
resource for field-sensing [23–26] and quantum information [27, 28] applications.
Coherent population trapping (CPT) of spins [20, 29, 30] is here fundamental
to all-optical control. When the interaction with a spin is weak, addressing an
ensemble of identical spins can give a collectively-enhanced [3, 18, 31], strong
interaction. For work with solids, favorable spin properties were identified for the
nitrogen-vacancy defect in diamond [29, 32–35] and divacancies in SiC [10, 11,
21, 22, 36–39]. However, for such defects inhomogeneities often impede resonant
optical addressing of ensembles. Besides inhomogeneity for the optical transition
frequencies, defects show a distribution of orientations in the crystal. This prohibits homogenous interaction with fields since the orientation sets the direction
of the electric dipole moment and zero-field splitting quantization axis for spin.
The diatomic layering of SiC offers here an advantage over diamond in that it
partly removes degeneracies for defects in different orientations [10, 11]. Here we
demonstrate all-optical addressing and CPT for spin states of SiC divacancies,
selectively on ensembles in particular crystal directions. CPT was realized after
using two-laser control techniques for identifying the spin S = 1 structure of
the ground and optically excited states, and a role for relaxation pathways via
intersystem crossing [12]. Our results show that defect spin ensembles in SiC
are promising systems for advancing the aforementioned applications, including
the technically robust spin-ensemble approaches [3] to photon-mediated quantum
networks with spins in solid state [27]. With the well-developed semiconductor
processing for SiC [40, 41] and the near-telecom value for the divacancy optical transition wavelength, research on integrated quantum device structures with
existing technologies is within reach.

2.2

The divacancy and its spin

The divacancies (missing neighboring carbon and silicon atoms, here denoted as
VSiC ) occur naturally in our high-purity, semi-insulating wafer, which was obtained commercially (Methods). Figure 2.1a presents the lattice and possible
VSiC orientations in the 4H polytype we work with. Basal-plane VSiC occur in
six different directions, as indicated in the grid at the bottom. These have equivalent crystal environments and (for zero magnetic field) identical optical transition frequencies. The VSiC along the c-axis have different transition frequencies
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[10, 11], and are thus an obvious choice for addressing unidirectional ensembles.
Our experiments focus nevertheless on basal VSiC since this allows for exploiting
symmetries between VSiC in particular directions. We study how an external
magnetic field can either define or break these symmetries, which is of interest
for field-sensing applications. Specifically, we selectively address sub-ensembles
of basal VSiC in particular directions by applying a weak magnetic field in the
basal plane, in Fig. 2.1a parallel to the two orange arrows (defining sub-ensemble
P , Parallel), and hence at 60 degrees to the four green arrows (sub-ensemble R,
Rotated). Small misalignment angles are labeled θ and ϕ. Due to the anisotropy
of the spin S = 1 Hamiltonian for VSiC the P and R sub-ensembles respond
differently to the applied field. However, for zero misalignment, the symmetry
within these sub-ensembles gives a homogenous response to the applied magnetic
field and laser driving for both P and R.
For the electronic ground (g) and excited (e) state of VSiC , the spin Hamiltonian has the form [11, 37]
~ ·S
~ + hDg(e) Sz2 − hEg(e) (Sx2 − Sy2 ),
Hg(e) = gg(e) µB B

(2.1)

~ is the applied magnetic
where gg(e) is the g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, B
~ is the unitless spin S = 1 operator, and h is Planck’s constant. Dg(e) and
field, S
Eg(e) are the zero-field splitting parameters in Hz, from spin-spin interaction and
crystal anisotropy, respectively. The z-axis points along the divacancy axis from
the missing Si-atom to missing C-atom position.
Figure 2.1b illustrates the energy eigenstates |gi i and |ej i (with i, j = l[ower],
m[iddle], u[upper]) of equation (2.1), which are superpositions of pure spin Sz
states. The nine double-headed arrows indicate the possible direct optical excitation and decay pathways, and we will use blue, black and red coloring for
transitions that couple to |gl i, |gm i and |gu i, respectively. Gray arrows indicate alternative non-radiative decay paths from levels |ej i to |gi i via a singlet
state |si [12]. This process, known as intersystem crossing (ISC), also occurs for
nitrogen-vacancy (NV− ) centers in diamond [42] where it can yield high-fidelity
spin initialization due to preferred relaxation into |gl i. Finally, divacancies can
bleach under optical excitation (not depicted in Fig. 2.1b). Here the divacancy
alters its charge state and becomes off-resonant with the driving lasers (also found
for NV− centers [43]).
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Figure 2.1: Crystal structure, energy levels, and optical signatures of divacancy defects in 4H-SiC. (a) 4H-SiC crystal structure, with carbon (yellow)-centered
tetrahedrons with four silicon atoms (blue) at the corners. Dark and light blue signify
silicon layers that have different crystal environments. This gives different optical transition energies for VSiC along the c-axis (vertical) and VSiC in the other six directions
(basal-plane VSiC , projections indicated on the bottom plane in orange, green, for subensembles P , R, respectively). A magnetic field is applied parallel to the orange VSiC
projections (with small misalignment angles θ, ϕ). Laser beams propagate near-parallel
with the c-axis (see Methods and Appendix 2.7). (b) Level structure for the transitions
of the zero-phonon line (ZPL) for basal VSiC . The ground state and excited state both
have a triplet S = 1 spin structure (see main text for details). Vertical arrows indicate
the nine possible optical transitions, where coloring labels the involved ground-state
level |gi i. Gray lines indicate inter-system-crossing (ISC) relaxation pathways (via a
singlet state |si). (c) Photoluminescence (PL) from 4H-SiC at 12 K, showing ZPL of
VSiC in different crystal environments and their overlapping phonon sidebands (PSB).
The blue-shaded ZPL (known as PL4) belongs to the basal VSiC . In photoluminescenceexcitation (PLE) studies lasers are resonant with PL4, while photons emitted in the
PSB (pink) are used for detection. Inset: PLE spectrum of the PL4 line reveals an
inhomogeneous linewidth of 30 GHz.
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Our measurements show laser-frequency selective bleaching that can last for
hours, and that it can be rapidly reversed with a 685-nm repumping laser (see
Appendix 2.11). Notably, such selective bleaching can be applied for removing
inhomogeneity for the optical transitions [44] (but we do not apply this in our
present study).

2.3

Experimental results and modeling

For initial characterization of our material we studied the photoluminescence
spectrum from above-bandgap laser illumination (380 nm) at 12 K (Fig. 2.1c).
Several sharp zero-phonon lines (ZPL) from divacancy defects in different crystal
environments come from the direct optical decay between levels as in Fig. 2.1b.
Each of these lines is accompanied by a broad phonon sideband, stretching to
lower energies. The blue-shaded ZPL near 1.15 eV (known as PL4 [10]) belongs to the basal VSiC we focus on. Next, we resonantly address an ensemble
of these divacancies with excitation lasers tuned to this ZPL, and collect light
emitted in the phonon sideband between 1.145 and 1.120 eV (purple-shaded part
Fig. 2.1c). When scanning a laser across this ZPL the phonon-sideband emission
is proportional to the excitation into levels |ej i, and the resulting spectrum has
a resolution set by the laser accuracy (1 MHz): a technique known as photoluminescence excitation (PLE). The inset in Fig. 2.1c shows such a PLE spectrum
from scanning a single laser across the PL4 line at 16 K, revealing a ZPL that has
an inhomogeneous width of 30 GHz, which smears out the spectral fingerprint of
particular |gi i-|ej i transitions. We attribute this inhomogeneity to strain in the
sample[38].
For investigating the spin-related fine structure within the ZPL, we use a
two-laser spectroscopy technique [32, 45] that gives spectral features that are
governed by the homogeneous optical linewidth. It reveals PLE signals from a
sub-ensemble (here not in the sense of P , R, but with respect to inhomogeneity for
the transition) of VSiC with homogeneous transition frequencies. We exploit that
our system only gives high PLE signal when one laser is simultaneously resonant
with transitions from two different |gi i levels, while the other laser is resonant with
a transition from the third |gi i level (Methods). At these fields and laser detunings
optical pumping into one of the long-lived levels |gi i is prevented, such that the
PLE from this particular sub-ensemble does not darken. Magneto-spectroscopy
results of such two-laser studies are presented in Fig. 2.2, obtained with one laser
fixed and the other scanning near-central on the inhomogeneously broadened
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Figure 2.2: Two-laser magneto-spectroscopy of spin-related fine structure
in the PL4 transition. PLE emission of the divacancies as a function of the frequency
difference between the applied lasers, and applied magnetic field. The symmetry around
0 GHz detuning is inherent to the method (see Methods). Labels at colored markers
refer to Fig. 2.5.

ZPL, and the sample at 4.2 K. The result shows several bright PLE lines, which
identify points where transition energies from two different levels |gi i are identical
to within their homogeneous linewidths. This occurs in particular for the levels
|gl i and |gu i, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3a-c. Figure 2.3a shows the calculated
evolution of the |gi i and |ej i levels with magnetic field (using parameters derived
from our measurements, see below). Figure 2.3b shows the corresponding optical
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transition frequencies, where the width of the traces represents the transition
linewidth (see Appendix. 2.8). For many magnetic field values, transitions that
couple to |gl i (blue) and |gu i (red) are nearly equal. This yields optical excitation
schemes as in Fig. 2.3c. By varying the field alignment, the overlap can be
optimized, making the PLE lines more distinct.
The curved PLE lines in Fig. 2.2 allow for a detailed analysis of the parameters
Dg(e) and Eg(e) of equation (2.1). This also yields detailed insight into the spin
overlap hgi |ej i, which governs the strength of a |gi i-|ej i optical transition, and
thereby the amplitude of the PLE signals (Franck-Condon principle with respect
to spin[46]). We fit the results of Fig. 2.2 with a model (see Appendix. 2.8) that
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Figure 2.4: Fit of two-laser magneto-spectroscopy. Calculated PLE levels from
fitting our theoretical modeling to the data in panel (a). Green and orange color
indicate emission from the P and R sub-ensembles. Lines are labeled according to
their Λ or Π pumping scheme.

combines rate equations for transitions with solving equation (2.1). The results
are presented in Fig. 2.4, with green and orange shading representing PLE from
the sub-ensembles in P and R orientations.
The fit closely resembles the data in Fig. 2.2 in nearly all features. For example, the increase in PLE background around 38 mT results from a single laser
pumping from all three ground states at that particular field for sub-ensemble P
(the point where transitions of three colors cross in the center of Fig. 2.3b). With
Dg = 1.334 GHz and Eg = 18.7 MHz from literature [10] (consistent with our
measurements), the fitting yields excited-state parameters De = 0.95 ± 0.02 GHz
and Ee = 0.48 ± 0.01 GHz, and a rate G0 = 20 ± 5 MHz for the radiative contribution to the homogeneous linewidths. Getting detailed agreement between the
modeling and the data required inclusion of intersystem crossing rates between 1
and 14 MHz, with a dependence on magnetic field (see Appendix. 2.8). The analysis for Fig. 2.4 also identifies for each PLE line whether the underlying pumping
scheme is of the Π or Λ type (defined in Fig. 2.3c).
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Coherent population trapping

We next show that our two-laser addressing of systems with a three-level ground
state is suited for coherent control of the spin states. Of particular relevance
is coherent population trapping (CPT), a key effect in quantum-optical control
of spins [20]. Here, two-laser driving of two states |gi i to a common state |ej i
shows –on exact two-photon resonance– destructive quantum interference in the
dynamics to the excited state, which results in coherent control of the ground
state. Specifically, for the Λ driving scheme as in Fig. 2.3c, the system would (in
the case of ideal spin coherence) get trapped in the state
|ΨCP T i ∝ Ωm |gl i − Ωl |gm i + 0 |gu i ,

(2.2)

where Ωl and Ωm are the Rabi frequencies for the driven transitions from |gl i
(blue-red arrow) and |gm i (black arrow), respectively. Notably, this example uses
again that the doubly-resonant laser avoids population trapping in |gu i. This can
be directly applied in schemes where the blue-red arrow in Fig. 2.3c is a control
field and the black arrow a signal field.
For studying the occurrence of CPT, we focus on the PLE lines labeled Λ1
in Fig. 2.4. Figure 2.5 presents PLE spectra taken at the locations marked I
through V in Fig. 2.2, with both data for orientations P (orange markers) and R
(green markers). Panel I shows how a central dip appears in the PLE line for subensemble P as the laser power is increased. This is the spectral signature of CPT,
where trapping in a ground-state superposition causes a quenching of the optical
excitation. For our measurements the amplitude of the dip in the PLE signal
is suppressed due to our experimental geometry, which gives decaying intensities
for the lasers fields while they propagate in the sample (see Appendix. 2.7).
For the observed CPT dips we find good agreement with calculations (solid
lines in Fig. 2.5, see Appendix. 2.9). This yields a ground-state dephasing time of
42±8 ns, which is about 30 times shorter than previously reported from electronspin-resonance studies on a comparable sample [10]. Such a discrepancy is likely
due to extra dephasing arising from the permanent strong laser driving, which
causes a fluctuating Stark effect [38] from charges that move in and out of localized traps, as also reported for NV− centers [30]. This can be avoided by
using pulsed laser control or reduced powers, which is inherent to the envisioned
quantum applications of VSiC [29, 30]. Additionally, the observed CPT feature
appears partly broadened by the 1 MHz standard deviation in determining the
laser frequencies.
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Figure 2.5: Spectral signatures of coherent population trapping. Panels I
through V show dips from coherent population trapping (CPT) in PLE spectra taken
at locations I-V in Fig. 2.2 (applied laser powers and magnetic fields as indicated).
Panel I shows the emergence of a CPT dip with increasing laser power, in the twolaser PLE lines (offset for clarity) for the Λ1 line of defect orientations P (orange).
Panels II through V present CPT dips in the Λ1 -lines for both P and R orientations at
increasing magnetic field, showing a gradual splitting of the CPT feature. This reflects
small misalignments with magnetic field θ = 0.8◦ and ϕ = 1.8◦ (as defined in Fig. 2.1a).
Solid lines are fits for a theoretical model of CPT.

In panels II through V, the evolution of the CPT dip with magnetic field is
shown for both the P and R sub-ensembles for constant laser powers of 3 mW. The
CPT dip clearly splits at higher magnetic fields. This is caused by small misalignment angles of θ = 0.8±0.2◦ and ϕ = 1.8±0.2◦ that break the symmetry between
the two (four) different defect orientations within the P (R) sub-ensemble. We
confirmed this by tuning the misalignment angles (see Appendix. 2.10). Due to
their different symmetries, splittings in P are particularly sensitive to variations
in θ, while splittings in R respond predominantly to variations in ϕ. For opti-
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mized sample geometries, and with the reported spin coherence times [10, 21],
the ultimate accuracy for probing the CPT-dip frequencies should be at the kHz
level[20]. Sensitivity to field alignment varies between 15 and 25 MHz per degree
for different CPT splittings at 70 mT (Appendix. 2.10), which gradually decreases
for lower fields. Here the CPT sensitivity to field magnitude is ∼30 MHz/mT.

2.5

Conclusions and outlook

Our results thus identify the potential for unidirectional divacancy ensembles
for CPT-based field sensing and quantum information applications. Compared
to NV− centers, currently the most investigated color center for quantum applications [34, 35], it shows comparable performance where it depends on spin
coherence or optical transitions, while being better compatible with existing technologies for device fabrication, and having better prospects for integration into
existing telecommunication networks. Taken together with recent investigations
into other defects with similar spin properties, e.g. silicon vacancies in diamond
[47] and in SiC [22], our work illustrates the emergence of a larger set of color
centers that have potential for spintronic applications.
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2.6

Summary of methods

Sample fabrication
The sample was cut from a 365-µm thick wafer, purchased at CREE Electronics,
product HPSI W4TRD0R-0200 (http://www.cree.com/). The sample geometry
was optimized for PLE detection (Appendix. 2.7). To cleave it into its precise
final shape, a diamond-tipped stylus made a shallow groove in the wafer, after
which it was broken along the groove by manually applying force with tweezers.
A 100-nm gold mirror coating was evaporated onto the front and back of the
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sample, with a 1-nm layer of titanium for adhesion. We used a hard mask to
keep a small region free for the lasers to couple into the sample.
Experimental setup
The sample was placed in a liquid-helium flow cryostat, where the sample temperature was kept stable to within 0.01 K with a PID controller managing the
helium flow and a sample heater. Windows on the four sides of the square cryostat allowed for optical access to the sample. Two tunable, continuous-wave diode
lasers provided excitation light near the ZPL wavelength 1078.6 nm. We present
here results taken with equal powers for the two lasers. The lasers had a linewidth
below 1 MHz, and were stable to within 30 MHz over 10 minutes. This was characterized by having the two lasers interfere on a photodetector, and monitoring
the shape of the beat envelope, and time-evolution of the beat frequency, caused
by a minor detuning of the lasers. The two lasers beams entered the sample with
identical linear polarization, and we did not observe a dependence on changing
this polarization, which is expected given the low defect symmetry. Laser powers
were varied between 30 µW and 3 mW with neutral density filters. To counter
bleaching, we added a 685 nm diode laser which was permanently on.
The frequencies of the two tunable lasers were monitored using a wavelength
meter, containing several staged interferometers, which could be applied for determinating frequencies with a standard deviation of 1 MHz. The sample was
mounted facing a window where excitation light entered, while the detected
PL(E) emission left the sample at 90◦ from the excitation lasers. This light
was collected by a 1.2-cm focal length lens mounted inside the cryostat. Outside, it was sent through additional long-pass filters with a 1082-nm cut-off to
remove remaining light from the excitation lasers, and focussed into an 800-µm
core multimode fiber. This was connected to a spectrometer to measure PL, or
to an InGaAs single photon counter (range 900 to 1150 nm) for PLE. The magnetic field was generated by a superconducting magnet, and was fixed along the
direction of PL collection, in the plane of the sample.
Measurement techniques
For the two-laser spectroscopy data of Fig. 2.2, one laser was fixed central on the
ZPL. The second laser was used for frequency scanning around the frequency of
the fixed laser at a rate of 10 MHz/sec. For an ensemble with inhomogeneous
transition frequencies, the roles of the two lasers must nevertheless be equivalent,
and this underlies the symmetry around 0 GHz detuning in Fig. 2.2. Frequencies of both lasers were recorded every few milliseconds, to allow for accurate
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frequency binning of photons counts, and quick automated correction for frequency mode hops of the lasers. The accumulated number of counts from the
photon counter were read out from a time-to-digital converter once per second.
This, together with the limited scan linearity, set the resolution for these scans
to 10 MHz. This was then repeated for different magnetic fields. At the start of
each scan, the PLE from the fixed laser was measured, and was subtracted from
the data. For the traces in Fig. 2.5, the scanning laser was repeatedly scanned
around the frequency of the fixed laser over a range of a few hundred MHz, with
7 s scan duration. To obtain a higher frequency resolution than in the experiment
for Fig. 2.2, the arrival time of each photon was correlated with the frequency
measurement times, allowing for a minimum precision of 2 MHz, limited by the
frequency measurement standard deviation of 1 MHz.
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Supporting Appendix Material

2.7

Appendix: Sample design

We designed a sample structure that gave a high amount of PL and PLE emission, optimized PL(E) collection efficiency, while also geometrically separating the
weak divacancy emission from the much stronger control laser beams (Fig. 2.6).
Gold coatings of 100 nm thickness on the front and back of the sample act as
mirrors that trap the applied laser beams in the sample. This enhances the path
length of the laser in the sample, giving a higher number of divacancy defects
that contribute to the emission signal.
The laser beams enter the sample at the top-right corner (window of 0.3 mm
by 0.2 mm without gold coating), while the sample has a 45◦ forward tilt with
respect to the laser beam. Due to refraction at the interface this gives propagation
in the sample that is near-parallel to the c-axis, with a deviation that is just
large enough for trapping the light on a non-overlapping zig-zag trajectory. We
measured a 10% intensity loss at each reflection. In this manner laser light
propagates until it reaches the left facet of the sample (no gold coating), denoted
by an x, where most of the laser light still does not leave the sample due to
total internal reflection. A small fraction does exit because the interfaces are not
perfectly smooth. This approach give a suppression of 106 in laser light reaching
our detectors. Conversely, divacancy emission is in random directions and for a
large part on trajectories that do leave the sample when reaching the left facet.
This includes trajectories that first get reflected inside the sample, and this is
enhanced by total internal reflection at the trapezoidal shape on the right of the
sample. This gives PL and PLE emission that mainly exits the sample on the
left, in a cone of directions, facilitating efficient detection. We apply additional
spectral filtering before our detectors for reaching an overall suppression of over
1010 for light from the excitation lasers.
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Figure 2.6: Multipass SiC sample. Schematic of the sample geometry used in
our experiment. Lasers are incident on the sample from the right, entering through a
window of 0.3 mm by 0.2 mm. Light propagates as shown, hardly exiting the sample
at the marker x due to total internal reflection. This results in a factor 106 suppression
for laser light reaching PL(E) signal detectors. Light emitted by the divacancies does
exit the sample, on the left. After additional spectral filtering it is collected by a single
photon counter (or spectrometer). The trapezoidal shape of the sample, combined with
gold coating on the front and back, further enhances this collection efficiency.

2.8

Appendix: Rate model of two-laser spectroscopy

We model the spectral positions and amplitudes of PLE signals for data as in
Fig. 2.2 in an approach that combines rate equations for the transitions between
the levels |gi i and |ej i with solving the spin Hamiltonian (equation (2.1)) for the
ground and excited state. After fitting this yields results as in Fig. 2.4. The
rate equations are the set of coupled equations for the processes and parameters
that are illustrated in Fig. 2.7, and this system’s steady-state solution determines the PLE signals from our experiments with continuous excitation. We use
an approach that only describes populations on the levels (and no coherences
between the levels) in order to keep the total number of fitting parameters low.
We repeated our experiments with variation of laser intensities over two orders
of magnitude, and obtain nominally the same values for the fitting parameters
(besides the trivial increase in PLE signal). This justifies that we can neglect
coherences in our modeling.
The parameters for the rate equations, and the parameters De and Ee of the
excited-state spin Hamiltonian, are obtained from fitting the model to data sets as
in Fig. 2.2. We find parameters Dg and Eg for the ground-state spin Hamiltonian
that are consistent with literature, and we therefore use these as fixed values.
Similarly, the g-factor is set to 2 for both ground and excited state (deriving
the g-factors from our experimental data gives agreement with published values

that the ISC rates depend on the spin state, and hence
on magnetic field. We investigated fitting both with constant (field-independent) and field-dependent ISC rates.
In the latter case, we treat all six ISC rates Xig , Xje as
fitting parameters which may slowly vary with magnetic
field
(further
discussed coherent
below). During
the trapping...
fitting, we apChapter
2. All-optical
population
ply (in a self-consistent manner) that the homogeneous
linewidth for the optical transitions is governed by the
e
total
decay rate Γj out of a level |ej �, which we calculate
u
e
asm Γj = G0 + Xje .
el The optical excitation
Xj rates Eij are modeled in a manner similar to Gzij , Here we only need to consider ZPL
Gij since
transitions
s the phonon-side-band excitation is negligible for laser excitation near resonance with the ZPL
at the temperatures of our experiments. For excitation
Xi
from a level |gi � to a level
|ej �
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where dˆ is the electric dipole operator, and the states |ψje i and |ψig i are the initial
and final state for this transition, respectively. We will use the approximation that
|ψi i can be treated as a product state of the spin state |gi i and the orbital state
|χgi i of the ground state: |ψig i = |χgi i |gi i. Similarly, we will use |ψje i = |χej i |ej i
where |χej i is the orbital state for the excited state. This approximation is valid
for the case of very low spin-orbit interaction, and applies for our system given
the low atomic masses of SiC. We thus also assume that the orbital state |χgi i
is identical for the three levels |gi i, and that |χej i is identical for the three levels
|ej i. Further, we assume that at the magnetic fields of our experiments the highly
confined orbital states |χgi i and |χej i have negligible magnetic field dependence.
Since the dipole operator only works on the orbital part of a state, the expression for Gzij can now be written as
Gzij = C1 | hχgi | dˆ|χej i |2 | hgi |ej i |2 ,

(2.5)

and with the above assumptions | hχgi | dˆ|χej i | is equal for all nine |ej i-|gi i transitions. We can thus express Gzij as
Gzij = Gz0 | hgi |ej i |2 .

(2.6)

Here Gz0 is the total decay rate via ZPL emission out of the excited state, and
| hgi |ej i |2 is the Franck-Condon factor with respect to spin[46].
We need to account for the fact that a significant part of the radiative decay occurs via phonon-sideband emission. The ODMR work on the divacancies
in SiC [10, 11] shows that after phonon-sideband emission the spin state is preserved during subsequent phonon relaxation (which occurs at a fast time scale).
Also, with the above assumptions, the rate of phonon-sideband emission is simply
proportional to the ZPL emission for all |ej i-|gi i transitions. We can thus simply
express the total decay rate from all the possible radiative transitions as rates
Gij (we drop the superscript z) that obey
Gij = G0 | hgi |ej i |2 ,

(2.7)

and the PLE signal for a particular |ej i-|gi i transition is proportional with Gij
and the steady-state population in |ej i. We treat G0 as a fit parameter.
In addition to this radiative decay, we include parallel, non-radiative decay
paths via the singlet state |si for modeling intersystem-crossing (ISC) events.
Each |ej i has its own transition rate Xje into |si, and from there the spin decays
with rates Xig to |gi i. We cannot exclude that the ISC rates depend on the spin
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state, and hence on magnetic field. We investigated fitting both with constant
(field-independent) and field-dependent ISC rates. In the latter case, we treat all
six ISC rates Xig , Xje as fitting parameters which may slowly vary with magnetic
field (further discussed below). During the fitting, we apply (in a self-consistent
manner) that the homogeneous linewidth for the optical transitions is governed
by the total decay rate Γj out of a level |ej i, which we calculate as Γj = G0 + Xje .
The optical excitation rates Eij are modeled in a manner similar to Gzij . Here
we only need to consider ZPL transitions since the phonon-sideband excitation is
negligible for laser excitation near resonance with the ZPL at the temperatures
of our experiments. For excitation from a level |gi i to a level |ej i
Eij = C2 d2ij

1
,
(2π(f − fij ))2 + Γ2j

(2.8)

where C2 is a constant, f the laser frequency and fij the resonance frequency of
the transition. The last factor in this equation describes a Lorentzian lineshape
of half-width Γj /2π for the resonance (we checked that all our experiments were
in the regime where the laser intensities give negligible power broadening of the
PLE lines). We implement this with a fit parameter E0 ,
Eij = E0 | hgi |ej i |2

1
.
(2π(f − fij ))2 + Γ2j

(2.9)

The relaxation rates between ground state levels |gi i are assumed to be negligible compared to the radiative decay and excitation rates (we checked that
including these as parameters gave very low rates that do not improve the fits).
For our fitting we subtract from the data a constant PLE background that is
present from single laser driving of the inhomogeneous ensemble.

Fitting results and discussion
The fitting yields G0 = 20 ± 5 MHz, De = 0.95 ± 0.02 GHz, and Ee = 0.48 ±
0.01 GHz (and we used literature values [11] Dg = 1.334 GHz and Eg = 18.7 MHz).
The value for E0 is always such that it gives rates Eij well below G0 and shows
no interdependence with the other parameters. For these parameters only G0
shows a weak dependence on the various approaches to fitting the ISC rates.
Attempts to fit without accounting for ISC yields PLE lines at the correct frequencies (mainly governed by the values of the De,g and Ee,g parameters) and
with the correct width (mainly governed by G0 ) in Fig. 2.2. However, for that
case the relative amplitudes of calculated PLE lines (at a certain magnetic field
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Figure 2.8: Model fits at 55 mT. Comparison of the quality of fitting the model,
with (red) and without (blue) ISC. Without ISC, the model structurally overestimates
peaks attributed to Lambda schemes.

value) show poor agreement with the experimental results. On this aspect we
get much better agreement in an approach with magnetic-field-independent values for the six ISC rates (Fig. 2.8). However, we cannot exclude that the ISC
rates depend on magnetic field. While the ISC processes are far from completely
understood, recent theory work for diamond NV− centers proposes a role for
spin-orbit coupling, where the orbital quantization axis is linked to the defect
orientation. Consequently, this work proposes that the ISC rates depend on the
spin states of the levels, and thereby on magnetic field [42]. This also indicates
that for non-zero magnetic field one should in fact fit with different ISC parameters for divacancies along different crystal directions. We did not explore this
latter aspect since this makes the number of fitting parameters very high and we
analyzed that the results would not have statistical significance for our data set.
For non-zero field we thus present ISC rates that are an average over the different
defect orientations.
We thus carried out a fitting approach where we used six global ISC rates
that can vary as a function of field, while maintaining single parameters De , Ee ,
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G0 and E0 for the full data set. To suppress statistical fluctuations we effectively
fit average ISC rates over magnetic field ranges of 10 mT width in Fig. 2.2 (over
which the spins states do not strongly vary). We then see ISC rates that show
a weak variation with field, and become constant at magnetic fields over 40 mT.
This can be understood by noting that this is beyond any anticrossings in the
|gi i and |ej i levels where the spin states mix. Here, the spin states become field
independent and this results indeed in stable ISC rates from the fitting.
The results for the ISC rates are presented in Table 2.1 for the applied field
near B = 0 mT and B > 40 mT (the approach with field-independent ISC
rates gave values between these two cases, with a least-squares error from fitting
that was 20% higher). The result with these ISC rates are also presented in
Fig 2.4. At low fields, these ISC rates indicate relatively strong values for ISC
out of levels |em i and |eu i, and preferential ISC decay into the level |gl i. This
identifies how single-laser excitation into the phonon sideband or driving the ZPL
with spectrally broad laser pulses (which both give parallel excitation from all
spin levels, and is for example applied in ODMR studies [10, 11]) results in spin
polarization in the ground state.
B ≈ 0 mT
B > 40 mT

g
Xlg
Xm
Xug
14±9 4±3
6±3
3±3 5±3 1.1±0.7

e
Xle
Xm
Xue
2±1
6±3
5±3
3.4±0.8 8±3 2.9±0.5

Table 2.1: Fitting results for the ISC rates. All values are in MHz.

2.9

Appendix: Modeling of Coherent Population Trapping

We investigated the agreement between our CPT observations (Fig. 2.5) and
the standard theoretical description for this phenomenon [20] (unlike the PLE
modeling of the previous section, this modeling does include coherences between
the levels). This also allows for extracting the ground-state spin dephasing time
T2∗ for our ensemble. For making the fits for panels I-V in Fig. 2.5, we approximate
the six-level system as an effective three-level system, where we only account
for the levels that participate in a laser-driven Λ configuration (Fig. 2.3c). For
this system we determine the steady-state solution of the density-matrix master
equation, with the approach described in Ref. [20]. In order to relate it to the
measured data from our two-laser spectroscopy technique, we fit using a sum of
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master equation solutions, where the summation is over a range of inhomogeneous
broadening values for the optical transition. (giving that the CPT dip is always
in the middle of a PLE spectral line). In addition, we take into account the
decaying power along the beam path in our multipass sample (using a decay
constant that was measured), by fitting with a sum of master equation solutions
with exponentially decreasing Rabi frequencies. For the measurements that show
two (four) CPT dips due to small misalignment angles for the applied magnetic
field, we sum the PLE from two (four) contributions. Here each contribution is
calculated for one set of misalignment angles that occur within the ensemble that
is addressed (representing one of the two or four orientations within ensemble
P or R, respectively). In order to obtain good fits we need to account for a
background signal in the PLE data, in particular for PLE lines with CPT that
are on the wing of a neighboring PLE line. In the calculations we account for this
with a linear-in-frequency background signal. We can thus calculate the CPT line
shapes that appear in the PLE data, and the results are presented as the solid
lines in Fig. 2.5. These results give a T2∗ value of 42±8 ns.

2.10

Appendix: Angular dependence of CPT

To find evidence for our interpretation that the splitting of the CPT dips in panels
III-V of Fig. 2.5 is a result of minute magnetic field misalignment, we rotated
the sample holder inside the cryostat in steps of 0.5◦ . This is a rotation around
the vertical axis of Fig. 2.6, and yields a combined variation of ϕ and θ offsets
due to the 45◦ forward tilt in our sample mounting, see Fig. 2.1a and Fig. 2.6.
Results from these measurement are presented in Fig. 2.9a for sub-ensemble R,
with magnetic field and laser powers as indicated. The CPT dips clearly move
apart as a function of sample rotation, finally showing four separate dips at large
rotations. These directly reflect the four defect orientations within the R subensemble, with the symmetry broken by the sample rotation. Figure 2.9b presents
the values of the two-laser detunings where the CPT dips occur (determined with
phenomenological fitting of the data in Fig. 2.9a, the marker sizes indicate 68%
confidence intervals).
The black lines in Fig. 2.9b are calculated positions for the CPT dips, obtained
with equation (2.1) for the four different orientations. A small misalignment in
sample tilt was used as fit parameter, yielding a remaining misalignment of 1.1◦
at optimal alignment with the field (again a combination of ϕ and θ offsets due
to the 45◦ tilt in sample mounting).
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Figure 2.9: Sensitivity of CPT to magnetic field alignment. a, CPT in subensemble R at 70 mT and 2.5 mW power of the lasers, where the sample holder was
rotated between measurements in steps of 0.5◦ . The splitting of the CPT dip is clearly
dependent on angle, increasing when the symmetry between defect orientations is reduced. Black lines are fits made with a sum of Lorentzians. b, CPT detunings from
the fits in Fig. 2.9a, where the box size indicates the confidence interval. The black
lines are a fit made using the ground state Hamiltonian, where the asymmetry comes
from a small tilt off the sample on its holder of 1.1◦ .

2.11

Appendix: Bleaching and charge state dynamics

When addressing the divacancies with lasers resonant on the zero-phonon line
(ZPL), the amount of PLE signal that is detected gradually decreases over time,
on a timescale of minutes to hours for the laser powers we use. When keeping a
single laser fixed central on the ZPL for several hours, and subsequently scanning
a single laser over the entire ZPL (in a few seconds), we see a clear dip in the
PLE signal (Fig. 2.10).
This bleaching phenomenon for SiC divacancies is an effect also seen for NV−
centers in diamond, where it has been identified as a two-photon process. In case
of an NV− center, it is initially negatively charged, absorbs two photons, and
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Figure 2.10: Charge-state bleaching. The inhomogeneously broadened ZPL as in
the inset of Fig. 2.1c, with a dip of 3.5 GHz full-width (FWHM). The dip was formed
after keeping a CW laser fixed at the dip frequency, causing the PLE to steadily decrease
to this value in a few hours. This effect, known as bleaching, is caused by divacancies
changing their charge state. In the altered charge state the divacancies are off-resonant
with the laser, and remain in this state for hours after the laser driving. This spectrum
with a dip can be restored to the original peak shape (inset of Fig. 2.1c) within seconds
by applying a 685-nm laser. This laser is exciting the charged divacancies in their
phonon sideband, and this pumps them back to their neutral charge state.

subsequently an electron is lost to the conduction band [43]. For the SiC divacancy the initial state is charge neutral, and two-photon absorption also causes
the defect to make a transition to a different meta-stable charge state. In this
charged state the wavelength for the ZPL optical transitions is shifted by over
50 nm. Applying an additional laser that excites these charged divacancies brings
them back to their original charge state (again in analogy with observations on
NV− centers [43]). We found that applying a 300 µW repumping laser at 685 nm
completely removes the bleaching dip after a few seconds, and we had such a
repump laser permanently on during all the two-laser spectroscopy experiments.
It is important that this laser is far-removed from the ZPL and the phonon side-
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band for excitation of our neutral divacancy, such that it only excites divacancies
in the altered charge state. This avoids that the repump laser interferes with
driving optical transitions for the neutral VSiC and our two-laser spectroscopy.
Notably, with selectively bleaching most of the left and right wing of the inhomogeneous linewidth of the ZPL of our neutral divacancy (the inverse of the result
in Fig. 2.10) one can create a long-lived sub-ensemble with a strongly reduced
inhomogeneity for the optical transition.

Chapter 3
Optical magneto-spectroscopy on the
ground and excited state spin structure
of c-axis divacancies in 4H-SiC

Abstract
Divacancies in SiC carry spins with long coherence times at cryogenic temperatures. Those oriented along the crystal growth axis
(c-axis) share the symmetry of the well-known NV− center in diamond, and may provide an appealing alternative to NV− centers in
quantum information applications: they are monodirectional, their
operating wavelength lies on the edge of the telecom regime, and SiC
is easily fabricated in bulk. This chapter shows investigations of the
optical transitions of c-axis divacancy spin ensembles in 4H-SiC. By
means of electron irradiation and annealing, the sample is made sufficiently optically thick for transmission spectroscopy. By applying a
static magnetic field, and scanning the detuning of two lasers resonant
with the zero-phonon line (ZPL), two distinct defects are found to be
responsible for the inhomogeneously broadened ZPL. Though both
share the known S = 1 ground state of C3v symmetry with 1.3 GHz
zero-field splitting, their excited states are markedly different: these
are still S = 1 spin triplets, but only one is of C3v symmetry, while
the other’s is as yet unclear. Regardless, it is shown that by working
on the low-energy side of the inhomogeneously broadened ZPL and
tuning direction and strength of the magnetic field, these divacancies provide a promising candidate system for all-optical applications
based on electromagnetically induced transparency.
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Introduction

In search of building blocks for quantum information processing, silicon carbide
is turning out to provide a promising and versatile toolbox. Many distinct point
defects carry spins, long-lived and long-coherent, with a wide range of other
favourable properties, depending on the choice of defect. For example: PL4
divacancies in 4H-SiC offer a flexible route to polarizing the ground state spin of
mono-directional ensembles [48]; an ensemble of about 1000 6H-SiC PL6 electronnuclear spin pairs have been entangled at room-temperature [49]; carbon antisitevacancies in 4H-SiC were shown to act as bright single photon sources at 300 K
[13].
Out of all the point defects in SiC potentially suitable for quantum applications, divacancies pointing along the c-axis (growth axis of the crystal) are a
particularly close cousin to the untill now most widely studied and applied [25,
29, 50, 51] color center spin system: the NV− center in diamond. Sharing the
NV-center’s C3v point group symmetry [52], and having been shown to host a
long-coherent S = 1 ground state spin [10], c-axis divacancies immediately seem
promising candidates for all-optical quantum applications. An obviously appealing feature of these defects is their pointing in only one direction, reacting equally
to electric, magnetic, and strain fields, simplifying their use in ensemble-based
approaches [3]. This is also a clear potential advantage over the basal-plane divacancies covered in chapter 2), which have degenerate defect orientations at zero
external field, and lower C1h symmetry.
If the analogy with the NV-center holds, the optically excited state of c-axis
divacancy spins could take several forms. Due to coupling of degenerate electronic
states to vibrational modes of the lattice, the C3v symmetry is lowered, an effect
described by the Jahn-Teller theorem [50, 53, 54]. For the NV− excited state
manifold, this yields an orbital doublet, spin S = 1 system. For high enough
temperature, coupling between the orbital excited states then causes the system
to rapidly switch between these states, so that on any appreciable timescale the
excited state appears to have retained C3v symmetry. For low enough temperature
this switching is frozen, and the lower symmetry can be observed. If, and at
what temperature this change would occur for divacancies in SiC is currently
unknown. The main motivation of this chapter is to acquire detailed knowledge
of these excited state sub-levels for divacancy spins, and the transition rules for
excitation into them from the ground state sub-levels. This is an essential step
towards designing and optimizing many optical quantum applications of these
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defects, and can help understanding of color center spins in general.
While there exist in principle hundreds of distinct c-axis divacancies throughout the different polytypes of SiC (in nH-SiC there are in general n divacancies
with a unique local crystal environment [40]), this chapter will focus on the c-axis
divacancies in electron-irradiated 4H-SiC. Due to the irratiation and subsequent
annealing, the divacancy concentration was sufficient to make the 2 mm wide
sample absorbing enough for ensemble transmission spectroscopy of divacancy
transitions.
We first present single-laser studies that characterize the inhomogeneous broadening of the optical transitions. Next, dual-laser experiments for extracting homogeneous signatures of the spin levels from the ensemble are presented. By
combining these measurements with a static magnetic field, and performing additional measurements on optical bleaching (see chapter 2, section 2.11), insights
into the spin structure of the defects were achieved.
The unexpected result is that there are two different excited states with S =
1 with nearly the same optical transition energies, belonging to different physical
defects. One of these behaves as expected for a defect with C3v symmetry and
no visible Jahn-Teller distortion, but the other does not. To then achieve homogeneous interaction of a particular homogeneous sub-ensemble with the optical
fields, the alignment and strength of the static magnetic field is carefully optimized. This clears the way for all-optical quantum memory applications with
defect ensembles in 4H-SiC.

3.2

C-axis divacancy spins in irradiated 4H-SiC

The two distinct c-axis divacancies in 4H-SiC, called PL1 and PL2, are known
to have direct optical transitions to excited states, which are very close to each
other in energy. The main panel in Fig. 3.1 shows the photoluminescence (PL)
collected by illuminating the material with 1.146 eV photons at 20 K, exciting the
phonon sidebands of PL1-3 (no magnetic field present). This excitation energy
is just low enough to avoid exciting the PL4 basal plane-oriented divacancies at
1.15 eV, which would otherwise dominate the spectrum, as shown in chapter 2.
With this excitation energy, the zero phonon lines (ZPL) of both PL1 and PL2 are
visible at 1.094 eV, though the resolution of the spectrometer used is insufficient
to resolve both lines. Also visible are the emitted phonon sidebands (PSB) of
both defects. These cover a broad range of energies lower than the ZPL, where
part of the excited state energy is emitted as a photon, and the remainder as
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phonons. A measure of the potential efficiency of a defect in applications is how
much light is emitted in its ZPL compared to the PSB: for 4H-SiC divacancies
4±1% of light goes into the ZPL, which is a little higher than for the NV− center
in diamond.
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Figure 3.1: PL and absorption of c-axis divacancies. An excitation laser of
1.146 eV illuminated the sample at 20 K, and PL from c-axis divacancies is collected
by an Ocean Optics NIRQuest spectrometer, with 3 meV resolution. The zero-phonon
lines of PL1 and PL2 (the two types of c-axis divacancies overlap due to this resolution,
as do their phonon sidebands. The inset shows the voltage of an amplified InGaAS
photodetector, recording the transmission of a CW narrow-linewidth diode laser that
is scanned over the ZPL of PL1 and PL2. PL1 and PL2 are here clearly separated
by 400 GHz, and inhomogeneously broadened, with an FWHM here on the order of
100 GHz.

In the previous chapter PL (and the associated technique PL excitation, or
PLE) was used, rather than transmission studies, to detect the interaction of
divacancy spins with light, together with a sample shaped and coated to enhance
PL collection. Extreme sensitivity was needed due to the low native concentration of divacancies in commercially available SiC (estimated at or below 1013
cm−3 ). For practical implementations, this is not good enough: the sample needs
to be optically thick, so that for instance a single photon can be reliably absorbed, instead of this failing to happen 99% of the time. To boost the divacancy
concentration, the sample used here was irradiated with a 2 MeV electron beam,
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dose 8·1018 cm−2 . This creates a broad array of lattice defects, so the sample was
subsequently annealed at 750 ◦ C for 15 minutes, to let single carbon and silicon
vacancies diffuse and combine into energetically favourable divacancies. By this
method, the total divacancy concentration goes up, and from our measurements
was estimated to be in the range of 1015 to 1017 cm−3 .
In the inset in Fig. 3.1, the signal from an InGaAs amplified photodiode placed
behind the sample is shown, with a single laser passing through the sample falling
on it. The laser wavelength is scanned across the ZPL peak from the main panel,
again at 20 K and zero magnetic field. This way, the measurement resolution
is set by the laser linewidth (sub-MHz), and the ZPL for both PL1 and PL2
is clearly resolved, seperated by 400 GHz. From here out, f0 is defined as the
center of PL2, which is the defect of focus in this chapter (see section 3.10 for
information on PL1). We verified that only the component of the laser polarized
orthogonal to the c-axis was absorbed, so the optical dipoles of PL1 and PL2 lie
in the basal plane.
For both defects the ZPL has a FWHM of about 100 GHz, which is broad
compared to the expected homogeneous linewidths in the order of 100 MHz.
This width is 5x larger than the non-irradiated samples studied in chapter 2,
strengthening the notion the broadening is caused by internal strain. Working
with defect ensembles in a bulk crystal, the ZPL is typically inhomogeneously
broadened due to strain, interaction with impurities - imperfections of the host
material as opposed to vacuum. On the positive side, ensembles can benefit from
collective enhancement, which offers a way around having to engineer complicated and error-prone cavities to work with single (fundamentally homogeneous)
defects. In the remainder of this chapter, two carefully detuned lasers are used
to interact exclusively with homogeneous sub-ensembles in the presence of inhomogeneity. Due to the concentration increase by a factor 1000 compared to
the material of chapter 2, and the broadening by a factor 5, the defect count in
the homogeneous sub-ensembles is increased by a net factor 200 compared to the
non-irradiated samples of chapter 2. This is a significant improvement which can
make the difference between spins signatures being readily visible in transmission
or not.

3.3

Spin-related absorption

By cooling the sample so that transition linewidths become narrower than the
spin sub-level splittings, the spins can become polarized by applying a narrow-
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linewidth CW laser to individual transitions (at elevated temperatures, a single
laser excites many broad and overlapping transitions). This effect is called optical
spin pumping (OSP). By applying two lasers with a particular detuning, the OSP
is lifted, for situations where the two lasers excite from all ground state sub-levels
simultaneously. We call the homogeneous PLE features seen at these resonance
conditions spin-related emission (SRE) features. In chapter 2, this phenomenon
was used together with an external static magnetic field to unravel the spin
structure of basal-plane divacancies, and a similar approach is used here. In this
chapter, they will be referred to as spin-related absorption (SRA) features, since
absorption is the quantity under study.
If the excited state is a spin triplet (or if it consists of more than three levels
of which some subset shifts and (anti-)crosses like a spin triplet under magnetic
field), a promising field orientation for magneto-spectroscopy can be chosen to
optimize SRA. Since c-axis divacancies are mono-directional, only one angle is
used to describe this orientation: the angle ϕ between c-axis and magnetic field.
It must be emphasized that this approach is based on an initial assumption about
the form of the Hamiltonian, but our results will show that it is a valid approach.
The Hamiltonian for a C3v spin S = 1 system in an external magnetic field is

~ ·S
~ + hDg(e) S 2 ,
Hg(e) = gg(e) µB B
z

(3.1)

~
where gg(e) is the g-factor for ground (excited) state, µB is the Bohr magneton, B
~ the unitless spin S = 1 operator, and h Planck’s constant.
is the magnetic field, S
Dg(e) is the zero-field splitting parameter in Hz due to spin-spin interaction. Dg is
known to be 1.305 GHz from ODMR experiments, and De was recently reported
to be on the order of 770 MHz. The z-axis points along the c-axis (its direction
does not matter). The angle ϕ governs how the spin energy levels will shift
with the field (determining transition frequencies), and whether there will be
avoided crossings upon mixing of the spin eigenstates (altering transition dipole
strengths via the Franck-Condon principle for spin, see chapter 2, section 2.8).
This is shown for both ground and excited state in Fig. 3.2a for ϕ = 57◦ and
ϕ = 33◦ , the two angles used in experiments throughout the remainder of this
chapter. The spin states are labeled |gi i and |ei i, with i = l, m, u, as in chapter
2.
To achieve strong absorption with three long-lived ground state levels and
only two lasers to excite from them, it is important that for a given homogeneous
sub-ensemble such as depicted in Fig. 3.2a, a single laser is made resonant with
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field and c-axis, Dg = 1.3 GHz, De = 500 MHz, and gg(e) = 2. The bendings are
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due to3 avoided crossings, which depend on
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at this magic angle. d) Spin pumping for the two schemes O1 and O2 defined in c).
Orange arrows indicate the identical transitions, driven by a single laser (addressing
two ground state levels). Green dashed transitions can give SRA, pumping from the
third ground state level. Four distinct detunings can give SRA, labelled Λi or Πi ,
depending on the resulting pumping scheme.

two transitions. Otherwise, the spin is polarized into the third off-resonant level
after only a few excitation cycles, and not interacting with the applied laser
fields anymore. From Eq. 3.1 with Dg = 1.305 GHz and De = 500 MHz, the nine
possible transitions are calculated and depicted in Fig. 3.2b-c, for ϕ = 33◦ and
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ϕ = 57◦ , respectively. Blue lines are transitions out of |gl i, black out of |gm i, and
red out of |gu i. The width is proportional to the dipole strength, taken to be the
inner product of ground and excited state spin energy eigenstates (Frank-Condon
principle for spins).
It is found that only for ϕ values close to 57◦ , two pairs of transitions overlap
over a wide range of field strengths. These two overlap regions are labeled O1 and
O2 in Fig. 3.2c. If De becomes larger, the start of overlap O2 gradually moves to
higher magnetic fields. However, for any De < 100 GHz, overlap O1 remains, for
magnetic fields below 100 mT (more than will be needed in these experiments).
Thus, the angle ϕ = 57◦ should yield strong SRA features for a wide range of
magnetic fields, regardless of the exact zero-field splittings in the excited state,
as long as (a subset of) the excited state levels behaves as a spin triplet as in
Eq. 3.1 under magnetic field.
In Fig. 3.2d three ground state and three excited state levels are drawn for
excitation of both overlaps O1 and O2 , for a magnetic field large enough for the
overlaps to exist. Orange arrows represent the two identical transitions being
addressed by a single laser (thus addressing two ground state levels). The green
dashed arrows are transitions driven by the second (detuned) laser that should
yield SRA features, by driving transitions from the third ground state level.
These transitions are labelled with a Λ when the green transition couples to the
same excited state level as one of the orange transitions. In such a Λ system,
quantum interference may take place in the system’s driven dynamics, which is a
key ingredient for many quantum applications of these defects, and is discussed in
more detail in chapter 4. If the system is not a Λ system, it is termed a Π system.
Since SRA features only show the difference between transition frequencies, the
Lambda systems in O1 and O2 are indistinguishable in these measurements. That
leaves a total of four expected SRA features at ϕ = 57◦ , labelled Λ1 , Λ2 , Π1 , and
Π2 .

3.4

Method: dual-laser transmission spectroscopy

To improve the dual-laser measurements in terms of signal-to-noise by more than
a factor 10 compared to the PLE from chapter 2 (or equivalently measurement
speed by a factor 100), the TEM00 laser beams are spatially separated behind the
sample. They cross near-parallel to within < 5◦ inside the sample, as is shown in
Fig. 5.1. The sample thickness d = 2 mm, and the beams are focussed by a lens
with f = 15 cm focal length to a diameter of 70 µm. The detuned laser beam is
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generated from the first using an Electro-Optic Modulator, giving kHz precision
in two-laser detuning, and intrinsic phase coherence (a substantial improvement
over the 1 MHz resolution obtained in the basal-plane divacancy measurements
in chapter 2, where two different lasers were used). One beam passes through a
chopper wheel rotating at 270 Hz (the near-horizontal periodic beam in Fig. 5.1).
When this beam (chop beam) is blocked by the chopper, the other beam (probe
beam) pumps the spins it encounters into off-resonant long-lived states within
100 ns, and after that passes through the sample undisturbed: transmission is
near-perfect (besides the reflection of the sample surfaces). On the other hand,
when the chop beam passes the chopper (and has the proper frequency with
respect to the probe beam), it counteracts the spin pumping, leading to reduced
transmission of both lasers.

Figure 3.3: Experiment schematic. Chop beam, probe beam and repump beam
cross in the 4H-SiC sample under a small angle (< 5◦ , exaggerated in this figure for
clarity), exciting divacancies (yellow dots). Due to optical spin pumping being turned
on and off as the chop beam turns off and on, respectively, the probe beam transmission
is modulated with the chop frequency. Behind the sample, the chop beam is blocked by
an iris, and the probe beam is picked up by an InGaAS photodiode. Its signal is passed
to a lock-in amplifier, isolating the modulation signal. The sample has a thickness d =
2 mm, and may be rotated to vary the angle ϕ between c-axis and magnetic field.
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The modulation of the probe beam was typically only a fraction of its amplitude, while the chop beam was modulated by 100% of its amplitude. Filtering
out the chop beam before detection thus removes a large background signal, improving the sensitivity of the measurement. Since the laser frequencies differ in
the range of 1 MHz to several GHz, it is not possible to adequately separate the
beams using simple wavelength filters, and impractical to do so using cavities.
Also, due to the birefringence of SiC and the optical dipoles of the divacancy
spins, separating the beams after the sample based on polarization does not work
[55]. By placing an iris behind the sample, making use of the small angle between
the beams, the chop beam could be spatially filtered out, so that the amplified
InGaAs photodetector detects only the probe beam.
Before entering the cryostat, intensity noise below 1 MHz in the probe beam is
actively filtered out by a noise eater (feedback loop consisting of a photodiode and
liquid crystal attenuator). Looking for a 270 Hz component in the photodetector
signal behind the cryostat using a lock-in detector, any signal found is therefore
due to the lasers interacting with the same divacancies, as described above. By
increasing the intensity of the chop beam compared to the scan beam, this 270 Hz
modulation of the probe beam can become very large compared to the residual
270 Hz noise in the detector signal. This modulation is, in case the chop laser
increases absorption, 180◦ out of phase with the chopper wheel opening. In this
chapter, the absolute value R of the lock-in amplifier is used as a measure of the
SRA. We never saw signals with a phase of 0◦ .
Finally, an additional repump laser is applied, at 770 nm (also filtered out
before the photodiode by the iris) to counteract optical bleaching by the other
lasers. After several excitation cycles, the divacancies can switch into another,
off-resonant charge state. This laser serves to switch them back from that state
(it was verified not to have a noticable effect on the results presented in this
chapter).

3.5
3.5.1

Experimental results and modelling
Spin-related absorption features: two groups

In Fig. 3.4, both the direct photodiode signal and the absolute value R of the
lock-in signal are shown, from two 700 nW CW diode lasers. One laser frequency
was fixed to a particular carrier frequency fC on the ZPL of PL2, and for the other
laser the detuning from fC was scanned. The maximum of the inhomogeneously
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broadened ZPL is defined as f0 , as shown in the inset of Fig. 3.1. For the blue
traces fC was tuned to the high-frequency slope of the inhomogeneous ZPL, while
for the red traces fC was tuned to the low-frequency slope.
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Figure 3.4: Direct and lock-in detection of SRA features. The top traces are
direct transmission of the probe laser through the sample as a function of two laser
detuning, for two different fC (the peak frequency of the ZPL of PL2, as defined in
the inset of Fig. 3.1). T = 4 K, B = 9 mT, ϕ = 57◦ . Here 100% transmission is
defined as the amount of light passing the sample when the lasers are not on the ZPL
of PL2. The bottom traces are the lock-in signal obtained from the direct transmission
signal, showing superior signal-to-noise for SRA. The chopper frequency was 270 Hz,
integration time 7 seconds per datapoint. Seven SRA peaks are visible in the lock-in
signal, numbered and indicated by grey lines. This is more than the four lines predicted
in section 3.3. Also, the peak heights depend strongly on the carrier frequency fC .

A small magnetic field of 9 mT was applied, at an angle of ϕ = 57◦ . This
field was applied for two reasons. Firstly, it lifts spin energy level degeneracies,
showing more separated SRA features. Secondly, it mixes the ground and excited
spin states, making transition dipoles proportional to hgi |ej i non-zero (which is
depicted as a broadening of the transitions in Fig. 3.2b-c with magnetic field). If
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more transitions are dipole-allowed, more pairs of transitions can produce SRA
features. In Fig. 3.4, the temperature was 4.2 K: it was observed that only below
14 K the linewidths are narrow enough for the SRA features to become visible.
Below 6 K the homogeneous SRA features have a typical FWHM of 120±20 MHz,
implying excited state lifetimes on the order of 10 ns. Clearly from Fig. 3.4, the
lock-in technique greatly improves over the DC measurements, showing smooth
features which are obscured by noise in the direct transmission signal. Here, the
integration time was 7 seconds per datapoint, and even averaging over several
minutes the direct transmission trace was much noisier than the lock-in trace.
It is worth emphasizing here that the lock-in signal R is proportional to the
absorption of the probe laser in the sample, and hence lock-in SRA features have
an opposite sign compared to those in direct transmission.
There are seven SRA features visible in Fig. 3.4, indicated by grey lines and
numbered from low to high detuning. In section 3.3 it was predicted that for a
triplet ground and excited state with spin Hamiltonians as Eq. 3.1, regardless of
the exact value of the zero-field splittings, only four SRA features should appear.
A second departure from the triplet-triplet model is that the amplitudes of all
seven features depend strongly on fC : features 1, 2 and 4 dominate at high fC ,
while features 3, 5 and 6 are clearest at low fC . This is in stark contrast to
basal-plane divacancies, where we never observed an influence of inhomogeneity
on the observed features. To understand this behaviour, the measurement from
Fig. 3.4 was repeated for the range of fC that fully covers the inhomogeneous
ZPL. The result of this measurement is shown in Fig. 3.5. The temperature was
held at 4.2 K, magnetic field was 9 mT, and ϕ was 57◦ . For all these features,
it was observed that they vanish when either beam is polarized parallel to the
c-axis.
The seven dark vertical lines in Fig. 3.5 are the seven peaks from Fig. 3.4,
showing a change in amplitude as fC is scanned over the entire inhomogeneous
ZPL, with an FWHM of 80 GHz. Since all the lines appear perfectly vertical,
there is no discernible influence of inhomogeneity on the spin structure inside
the ground or excited states, i.e. the zero-field splittings appear constant. This
implies that the broadening of the ZPL only reflects inhomogeneity in the energy
difference between ground and excited state. What stands out, is that the features
appear to fall into two groups, peaking at fC = f0 − 18.5 GHz and fC = f0 +
11.5 GHz, 30 GHz apart. They will be referred to as group A and group B, as
labelled in Fig. 3.5. Group A consists of four features of which two are faint
(A1 and A4) and two are prominent (A2 and A3). Group B consists of three
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Figure 3.5: Carrier frequency dependence of SRA signals. The grayscale
presents the signal of SRA features, as a function of both the single-laser scan frequency
fC (scanned for over 100 GHz), and the two-laser detuning. Two groups of SRA
features are visible, labeled group A and B, peaking at fC = f0 − 18.5 GHz and fC =
f0 + 11.5 GHz, respectively. The features seem almost perfectly vertical, so the zerofield splittings of ground and excited state are constant over the entire inhomogeneous
spectral width of the ZPL, and only the energy splitting between ground and excited
state changes.

about equally clear features. The appearance of these two groups persisted when
measuring on several positions on the sample. The following section will show
that groups A and B do not originate from the same defects, neither in terms of
spin structure or actual physical divacancies.

3.5.2

Proving the SRA groups come from different defects

To explain the separation of SRA features into two groups, a possibility is that
the features in group A result from one subset of excited state levels, and those
in group B from a second subset of excited state levels from the same defect,
30 GHz higher in energy. These subsets of levels could originate from a JahnTeller distortion, and be shifted apart by lattice strain. To test this hypothesis, a
method is needed to tag the defects by interaction with one SRA feature group,
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and look for this tag in the other group. A suitable tool for this is the optical
bleaching effect, where defects switch their charge state, becoming far off-resonant
with the lasers (see 2, section 2.11). This could indeed be applied for c-axis
divacancies.
Lockin R (normalized)
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Figure 3.6: SRA feature correlations by spectral hole burning. Two-laser
transmission studies at T = 4.2 K, B = 9 mT, ϕ = 57◦ . The plot depicts scans of
fC over the SRA features shown in Fig. 3.5, with the two-laser detuning kept fixed
(i.e. vertical cuts through Fig. 3.5). The traces show whether SRA features are caused
by the same physical defects, by means of spectral hole burning. This correlation is
tested by first burning a spectral hole in one SRA feature, and then seeing if the hole
also appears in a scan of fC over another SRA feature. The black trace is a reference
of feature A2 before hole burning; the blue trace shows the shape of a spectral hole;
the green trace proves different features in group A come from the same defect subensemble; the lack of a hole in the red trace proves that groups A and B do not originate
from the same defect sub-ensemble.

Initially, the chop laser and probe laser are tuned to one of the seven SRA
features, for example A2 (so the chop laser frequency fC = f0 − 18.50 GHz, and
the probe laser frequency fp = f0 − 18.50 + 1.23 GHz). Then the repump laser
is turned off. Without the repump, the chop and probe laser cause the defects
to switch to an off-resonant charge state, and a spectral hole is formed at this
particular fC . The defects were seen to stay off-resonant for hours, i.e. the other
charge state is stable. When the signal has decayed to over 50% (taking about
3 minutes with 8 W cm−2 laser powers), the lasers are attenuated by a factor
300, so the bleaching becomes very slow (taking more than a day to reach 50%).
Next, with a fixed two-laser detuning, fC is scanned over any SRA feature from
Fig. 3.5, for instance A3. Taking only several minutes, this causes no significant
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extra bleaching, so it is in effect a non-invasive measurement. If the spectral hole
created in A2 is also seen in A3, this proves the SRA features belong to the same
physical ensemble of defects. If no change in A3 is seen, the features cannot come
from the same ensemble of defects.
In Fig. 3.6, the result of these correlation measurements are shown (temperature is 4.2 K, magnetic field 15.4 mT, and ϕ is 57◦ ). The lasers were held to
within 5 MHz in absolute frequency while the spectral hole was being burned.
The black trace is the reference trace, showing the inhomogeneously broadened
profile of feature A2. The blue trace shows the trivial case of correlation, where
a spectral hole is first burned in B1, and then a scan over B1 itself shows the
lineshape of a spectral hole. A clear dip of over 50 % of the peak height is visible,
with a FWHM of 4.5±0.2 GHz. To prove that different features can be correlated
by this method, the green trace shows a spectral hole measured in feature A3,
after feature A2 was used to burn the hole. Again a clear dip is seen, with FWHM
of 4.0±0.2 GHz. However, when looking for correlation between the two groups,
by burning a hole in feature B1, and scanning fC over feature A2, no spectral
hole appears, as shown by the red trace. This proves SRA features grouped as A
and B belong to different physical defect sub-ensembles (which could both still
consist of c-axis divacancies, but with different spin levels and transitions).

3.5.3

Identifying group A with magneto-spectroscopy

Having shown that groups A and B come from different spin systems, this section
will show that the four features in group A can be well explained by the four SRA
features Λ1 , Λ2 , Π1 and Π2 predicted in section 3.3 for an S = 1 ground state and
S = 1 excited state described by Eq 3.1. The analysis is based on the data in
Fig. 3.7. With the carrier frequency fixed at fC = f0 - 9 GHz to show maximum
lock-in signal from group A, the detuning is scanned as in Fig. 3.4. The magnetic
field strength is varied between 0 and 70 mT, causing the spin sub-levels in ground
and excited state to Zeeman shift. Temperature is kept at 4.2 K.
In Fig. 3.7a, the result of this scan is shown for ϕ = (57±1)◦ , and a carrier
frequency fC = f0 - 9 GHz, predominantly showing the features of group A. The
SRA features are labelled as in Fig. 3.5. The black lines are fits of the three
expected features Π1 , Λ1 and Λ2 (as defined in Fig. 3.2d), calculated from Eq. 3.1
by taking the differences between the two transitions involved (so the difference
between the traces in Fig. 3.2c). The fitting approach was aimed at minimizing
the distance from the model to the lock-in signal maxima.
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Figure 3.7: Magneto-spectroscopy of group A SRA features. a) Probe laser
absorption measured by lock-in detection, as a function of two-laser detuning and
magnetic field strength, for ϕ = 57◦ , the magic angle predicted to give strong SRA
in section 3.3. The four features from group A are predominantly visible due to the
choice of fC , and are labelled as in Fig. 3.5. The black and red lines are fits of the four
SRA features Λ1 , Λ2 , Π1 and Π2 defined in Fig. 3.2, calculated with Eq. 3.1 (details in
main text) b) Measurement like a), but with ϕ = 33◦ (rotated away from the magic
angle). SRA features become less clear, as expected, yet are still visible. Black and red
lines are model predictions and fits (details in main text). From the fits to both these
data sets, the ground and excited states are found to be S = 1 triplets, with zero-field
splittings Dg = (1310±10) MHz, and De = (500±50) MHz.

Features A2 and A3 are well fit by Λ1 and Λ2 from the model, when Dg is
fixed at 1.305 GHz, and gg and ge are kept equal, giving best results when set
to 1.87±0.04. Since A2 and A3 originate at the same detuning at zero magnetic
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field, two of the ground state levels are degenerate at zero field, consistent with
the assumption of C3v symmetry. Since Λ systems are independent of the excited
state splittings, only feature A1 can give information on the excited state zerofield splitting De . This is complicated by A1 being invisible at magnetic fields
below 20 mT, and even at higher fields A1 is dim compared to lines A2 and A3.
This is in sharp contrast to SRA seen in basal-plane divacancies, where Π systems
typically show up much more strongly, dominating magneto-spectroscopy scans
(see chapter 2, section 2.2). However, fitting the predicted Π1 line to feature A1,
an upper limit of De = 550 MHz can still be obtained (the black fit covering A1).
The model outcome for a larger value of De = 650 MHz is shown in dashed red.
It clearly lies further away from feature A1, both at the line crossing at 22 mT,
and towards 70 mT where A1 becomes more visible. The reason neither black
or red fit seems perfect by eye near 70 mT, is that there is some residual SRA
from feature B2 on the high-detuning side, which causes A1 to seemingly broaden
towards higher magnetic field. Lastly, feature A4 is hardly visible for these fields
and detunings, but has been confirmed to overlap well with where Π2 should lie
at lower carrier frequency and higher two-laser detunings (not shown). Feature
A4 being dim compared to the other three features is consistent, considering
the transitions involved are weaker (see predicted widths of the transitions in
Fig. 3.2c: A4 is formed by the transitions from overlap O2 , together with the
thinnest topmost blue transition).
To further confirm this identification, the measurement from Fig. 3.7a is repeated at a different angle ϕ between field and c-axis, to see whether lines A1-A3
Zeeman shift as expected. The result is shown in Fig. 3.7b, where ϕ = (33±1)◦ .
Away from the magic angle of ϕ = 57◦ there is no consistent overlap of transitions
for all magnetic field strengths. This indeed leads to less clear SRA features in
Fig. 3.7b, supporting that ϕ = 57◦ is near-optimal. The black lines covering features A2 and A3 are now not fits, but predictions of the model where lines Λ1 and
Λ2 should lie for this angle ϕ based on the parameters from fitting Fig. 3.7a. The
SRA features A2 and A3 can still be recognized in the lock-in signal, matching
closely with the model predictions.
Since the overlap of transition frequencies O1 (defined in Fig. 3.2) is no longer
present at this angle, the line Π1 is expected to split in two lines, of lower visibility
than at ϕ = 57◦ . Predictions for these two lines are drawn in black, both starting
near 800 MHz at zero field. Looking closely, this splitting is also visible in the
lock-in signal between 20 and 30 mT. Fitting these two lines yields a lower limit
of De = 450 MHz. To support this, drawn in dashed red in Fig. 3.7b is the
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model outcome for De = 350 MHz. For this value, as can be seen in the white
box where the contrast has been increased by a factor 2 for clarity, the model
does not agree with the data anymore, missing the peaks in SRA. Combining the
limits for De found from Fig. 3.7a-b, the best estimate from this data of De for
PL2 divacancies is De = (500±50) MHz.
If the symmetry of the excited state is in fact lower than C3v , the Hamiltonian
from Eq. 3.1 needs to be modified to include zero-field splitting terms orthogonal
to the c-axis:

~ ·S
~ +hDg(e) S 2 −hEx,g(e) (S 2 −S 2 )+hEy,g(e) (Sx Sy +Sy Sx ). (3.2)
Hg(e) = gg(e) µB B
z
x
y
For the ground state, Ex,g and Ey,g are clearly zero from the data, since
features A2 and A3 are degenerate at zero field. For the excited state, a similarly
strong claim cannot be made, since the feature A1 is not visible at low magnetic
fields. Small values of Ex,e and Ey,e are most easily identified at low fields, where
the Hamiltonian is dominated by the zero-field splittings, and not the Zeeman
term. From what is visible of feature A1, the fits do not become significantly
better or worse for values of Ex,e and Ey,e below 0.1 GHz. Hence, the data is
consistent with a C3v symmetry for the excited state, but does not rule out a
small deviation from C3v .

3.5.4

Explanations for the suppressed Π1 SRA feature

From the simple model of optical spin pumping described in chapter 2, section
2.8, which succesfully described the SRA features for basal-plane divacancies in
chapter 2, the feature A1 is expected to dominate the other features. This is
because A1 is formed by driving the three transitions with the largest optical
dipoles, hgi |ei i: the Π1 system predicted in section 3.3. Instead, in the data,
A1 is relatively small, and even invisible at low fields. To explain the apparent
suppression of this Π system, the cause seems likely to lie with the transition
that only A1 uses: that from |gl i to |el i. Considered here are three mechanisms
that could be responsible for this transition behaving differently than expected:
closed transitions, intersystem crossing to a metastable singlet state, and forbidden transitions (without going into detail on its possible origins).
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Closed transitions
The first cause of the weaker SRA signal for the Π1 system is the possibility
of a closed transition, as is known to exist in the similar NV− center in diamond.
If |gl i-|el i is such a transition, spin in |el i can only decay to |gl i, regardless of
external magnetic field. Therefore it is trapped in an effective two-level system,
as long as there is no optical field exciting spin from |gl i to |em i or |eu i. Spins
excited from the other ground states can decay to |gl i after several excitation
cycles, and so the SRA scheme for Π1 drawn in Fig. 3.2d polarizes spins into
the state |gl i in case of this closed transition. Because after only a few optical
excitation cycles there are no spins left in |gm i or |gu i, the system is insensitive
to a second laser addressing those empty states, and hence the associated SRA
feature gives no signal. If this closed behaviour gradually disappears beyond
20 mT external field, it might explain the Π1 SRA feature starting to appear
beyond 20 mT in Fig. 3.7a.
This explanation is unsatisfactory, however, when considering what other consequences such a closed transition would have in a measurement of SRA features:
it would cause additional SRA features which are not seen in the data. To see
this, consider the following, as depicted in Fig. 3.8a. From Fig. 3.7 it is clear
that excitation from |gl i to |em i and |eu i is allowed - otherwise, the Λ1 and Λ2
systems A2 and A3 would not be visible. This means that a second laser exciting either of these transitions can remove spins from the bright state |gl i (green
arrow in Fig. 3.8a). After excitation, it can decay to |gm i or |gu i, which are
off-resonant with the lasers. So as a result of the second laser, total absorption
would go down. In SRA, this would be visible as features of lower amplitude
compared to the single-laser background, i.e. of opposite sign to the features A14. These new features would have a splitting equal to De at zero field. To show
this quantitatively, the full rate equation model described in chapter 2, section
2.8 is solved, with decay from |el i restricted to go to |gl i. The result is shown in
Fig. 3.8b, showing both features A2 and A3, and the negative SRA features due to
the closed transition. Since features of this shape or sign were never observed in
our data, a closed transition is not a plausible explanation for the missing Π1 line.
Intersystem crossing
A second mechanism that could influence the |gl i-|el i transition known to
exist for divacancies is intersystem crossing (ISC), as described in chapter 2.
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Figure 3.8: Possible mechanisms for suppression of the Π1 SRA feature A1.
a) Illustration of how a bright, closed transition (orange) can still be emptied by a
second laser (green), giving lower total absorption at two-laser resonance. b) Simulation
of the scheme depicted in Fig. 3.8a, with transition |gl i-|el i closed as described in the
main text. SRA features of both positive and negative sign result, in places no features
are visible in the experimental data in Fig. 3.7a. Also, SRA features of opposite sign
would cancel each other when crossing (as seen near 20 mT and 1230 MHz in Fig. 3.8b),
which was not observed in experiment. c) Illustration of how ISC to a metastable singlet
state |si could suppress SRA feature Π1 . d) Modelling like in b), but for the scenario
with ISC via a metastable singlet state |si as defined in c), and no closed transition.
The suppression of the Π1 feature matches the experimental data from Fig. 3.7a, as
does the low SRA of all features at magnetic fields below 10 mT. The inset shows the
used evolution with magnetic field of the ISC decay rate from |el i to |si, as a percentage
of the decay rate G0 directly from |ei to |gi.

For ISC, instead of directly decaying from |el i to |gl i, the spin can relax to a
metastable singlet state, before decaying back to the ground state. This is shown
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in Fig. 3.8c, with laser fields coupling the states as for the suppressed Π1 system
A1. The decay to the singlet state is labeled as Ij for states |ej i. If Il has a
significant value with respect to the direct excited state decay rate G0 (we take
Il up to 0.03G0 ), and |si has a long lifetime compared to the excited state lifetime G10 , the spin is optically pumped into the off-resonant state |si. In this way,
SRA from the Π1 system is suppressed. This effect, gradually vanishing towards
70 mT, could explain the suppression of Π1 . Additionally, minor decay from |em i
and |eu i to |si at even smaller magnetic fields would explain the suppression of
all SRA features in group A below 10 mT seen in Fig. 3.7a. We also solved the
rate equation model for this scenario with ISC. The result is shown in Fig. 3.8d,
clearly matching the general behaviour of the lines of group A. In the inset the
used evolution of Il with magnetic field is shown, as a fraction of G0 . The other
ISC rates Im and Iu were given the same dependence on magnetic field, but were
100 times smaller than I + l.
Forbidden transitions
The last way the Π1 system could be suppressed, is if the excitation from |gl i
to |el i itself remains forbidden, regardless of the mixing of the spin states, and
gradually becomes allowed towards 70 mT. Such physics is not captured by the
simple spin model used so far. A more complete model that might yield such
behaviour is at this point unknown, but could be looked for in the symmetry
of the orbital states. Since a magnetic field should make the transition allowed,
spin-orbit coupling would also need to be considered, though this is presumed
to be small in SiC. Of course, a combination of this effect and ISC could also
explain the results.

3.5.5

Identifying group B with magneto-spectroscopy

The SRA features of group A almost completely follow the predictions of a simple
model for fully C3v S = 1 spin states, as shown in section 3.5.3. Here, it will be
argued that although the features from group B probably originate from c-axis
divacancies, they can not be explained by a ground and excited state triplet with
C3v symmetry.
Fig. 3.9a shows magneto-spectroscopy of predominantly the features belonging
to SRA group B, done by setting the carrier frequency fC to f0 + 27 GHz. The
three group B features are labeled as in Fig. 3.5. To try and understand their
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Figure 3.9: Magneto-spectroscopy of group A SRA features. a) Probe-laser
absorption as measured in Fig. 3.7, for ϕ = 57◦ , now showing predominantly the features
from group B due to the high fC . SRA features are labelled as in Fig. 3.5. The black
lines are fits to the data (details in main text). b) The same measurement as in a),
but with ϕ rotated to 33◦ . Black and red lines are fits and model predictions (details
in main text). From the shift and shape of feature B1 compared to a, the ground state
seems to be an S = 1 triplet like the c-axis divacancy ground state, but from the other
features, the form of the excited state can not be unequivocally extracted.

origins, only the feature positions will be considered, and no details of optical spin
pumping (e.g. their amplitudes). Firstly, feature B1 can be fit perfectly as a Λ
system formed by |gm i and |gu i from an S = 1 ground state triplet, using the same
g-factors and angle as for group A. This fit is shown as the black line overlying
feature B1 in Fig. 3.9a. The ground state spin has (at least) two degenerate
spin sub-levels at zero magnetic field, since the feature starts at zero detuning at
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zero field. An SRA line from a Λ system contains no information on the excited
state, and since the line is perfectly straight, it also contains no information on
a possible zero-field splitting in the ground state (a robust property from our
simulations: no matter the value of Dg in the ground state, at the magic angle
the Lambda system between |gm i and |gu i is a perfectly straight line). So, from
the data in Fig. 3.9a, feature B1 could in principle also be caused by a ground
state with spin S = 21 . Only a g-factor of 1.87±0.04 can be fitted to B1, which
is the same value for the features in group A.
Still, evidence that the ground state is (at least) a triplet is obtained from
Fig. 3.9b, where the same scan is shown, but with the angle ϕ changed to 33◦ .
Feature B1 has shifted in response to the new angle between field and c-axis,
and also shows a slight curvature. These two changes directly imply an internal
quantization axis in the defect, which is a corrolary of a zero-field splitting. The
black line overlaying line B1 is again the Λ system between |gm i and |gu i. It
matches feature B1 for Dg = (1.3±0.2) GHz. To illustrate the precision of this
fit, model outcomes are shown in dashed red for Dg = 0.9 GHz (above) and Dg
= 1.7 GHz (below), clearly moving away from feature B1. That the ground state
can be described by an S = 1 triplet with Dg close to 1.3 GHz strongly suggests
that group B is still due to c-axis divacancies.
Features B2 and B3 originate from near 720 MHz at 0 mT. Assuming a triplet
excited state as well, these two lines cannot be fit with an excited state triplet
characterized by only a De parameter. For the excited state the Hamiltonian in
Eq. 3.2 is needed, including terms associated with the lower C1h symmetry (as
also applies to basal plane defects). The best fits, drawn in black in Fig. 3.9a
overlaying features B2 and B3, are achieved for De = (940±20) MHz, Ex,e = (190±20) MHz, and Ey,e = (120±20) MHz. The g-factors were fixed at 1.87, and
Dg was fixed at 1.3 GHz, from the fit on feature B1. With this model, feature B2
can only be fit by the transition pair |gm i-|el i and |gu i-|em i, and feature B3 only
by the pair |gm i-|em i and |gu i-|el i. In Fig. 3.7b however, at ϕ = 33◦ , the model
wrongly predicts the shifting of feature B2, yet correctly predicts that of feature
B3. The prediction for B3 is drawn in solid black, following feature B3 quite well
(though feature B3 is not as distinct anymore at this angle ϕ). The dashed black
line is where the model predicts feature B2 should be, but there is no feature
there. In fact, even if all 81 combinations of the 9 transitions between triplet
ground and excited state are considered, disregarding the mechanics of SRA, no
combination can explain the behaviour of feature B2. A more detailed study of
the angle dependence is required: perhaps the unidentified bright feature visible
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at low two-laser detuning in Fig. 3.9b is in fact another feature altogether. At
this point, however, the exact form of the excited state of group B is still an open
question, as is the full character of the defect behind these signals.

3.6

Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, it was shown that the zero-phonon line of PL2 c-axis defect spins
is only moderately broadened in an electron-irradiated 4H-SiC sample. This
was be done by transmission measurements, giving clear signals in transmission
on the order of 1% absorption, due to the high defect concentration compared
to as-grown samples. By means of spin-related absorption measurements the
homogeneous features of two different spin systems were observed within the ZPL.
By spectral hole burning, these were shown to belong to two different physical
ensembles of defects. One spin system was shown to consist of an S = 1 ground
and excited state triplet, consistent with C3v symmetry. The other has a very
similar ground state, but an as yet not fully understood triplet excited state.
However, by measuring on the low frequency side of the ZPL, at a carefully
chosen angle between c-axis and magnetic field ϕ of 57◦ , homogeneous Λ systems
from the well-understood first spin system dominate the interaction. This is
promising for investigations into optically-driven quantum interference effects in
the dynamics of c-axis divacancy spins (see chapter 4).
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Appendix: Polarization dependence

For all the described experiments on divacancy spins oriented along the c-axis,
the laser polarizations were linear, and orthogonal to the c-axis. When a laser
was polarized along the c-axis, no absorption was observed, and hence the optical
dipoles of the spins lie in the basal plane. No increased absorption took place for
circularly polarized light: only its projection onto the basal plane was absorbed.
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Figure 3.10: Polarization dependence of SRA features. Probe and control
beam propagate at (16±1)◦ from the c-axis. Combinations of orthogonal linear polarizations H and V, written as probe:control in the legend, show that SRA features from
groups A and B are stongest for opposite linear polarizations. Magnetic field = 9 mT,
temperature = 5 K, ϕ = 57◦ , Pp = 5 µW, Pc = 5 µW.

Fig. 3.10 shows how the SRA features depend on the direction of linear polarization. The beams propagate through the sample at (16±1)◦ from the c-axis.
H (horizontal) polarization is along one of the lattice vectors in the basal plane
(such as the vector P in Fig. 2.1 in chapter 2), and V (vertical) is at 90◦ to H (and
thus not along one of the lattice vectors). All four combinations of H and V for
the probe and control laser are shown, written as probe: control in the legend. All
features from groups A and B described in the main text are indicated by dashed
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vertical lines. Though the feature amplitudes only vary by a factor 2 with polarization, the features from group A are strongest for V-polarized light, and those
from group B are strongest for H-polarized light, with the mixed polarizations
H:V and V:H giving intermediate SRA features amplitudes. These results show
that the optical dipoles are non-zero for all directions in the basal plane, but are
strongest in one direction, and this direction is opposite for groups A and B. This
is expected from theoretical analysis performed on the NV− center in diamond
[50], where a Jahn-Teller distortion causes two stable lattice configurations with
optical dipoles oriented at right angles.

3.8

Appendix: Temperature dependence
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For SRA features to be visible, the linewidth of individual transitions needs to be
narrower than the frequency difference between the transitions. Our experiments
show that for divacancies in 4H-SiC, this requires temperature to be only a few
Kelvin above absolute zero. As temperature increases, the excited state coherence
time decays, and thus the lines broaden.
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Figure 3.11: Temperature dependence of SRA features. Temperature was
varied between 3 and 19 K. SRA features clearly broaden while total SRA lowers for
higher temperatures. All SRA features stay centered at the same two-laser detunings
(except perhaps feature B1, which seems to shift to higher detuning with increasing
temperature, but this is hard to quantify given how strongly it merges with surrounding
features). Magnetic field 9 mT, temperature 5 K, ϕ 57◦ , Pp 5 µW, Pc 5 µW.
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Fig. 3.11 shows the evolution of SRA features as temperature is increased from
3 to 19 K in steps of 2 K, for PL2 c-axis divacancies. All features broaden, until
they are not distinguishable any longer above 11 K. All features seem to stay at
the same two-laser detunings as temperature increases, except possible B1, which
decays very fast, and/or shifts to higher detuning with increasing temperature.
However, this is hard to judge by the broadening and blurring together of the
SRA features. The fact that SRA only works well over such a small temperature
range makes it an ill-suited method for investigating changes in the behaviour of
spins as a function of temperature.

3.9

Appendix: Harmonic SRA overtones

When the setup used in this chapter was changed in several ways, many additional SRA features appeared where none were visible before. Figure 3.12 shows
magneto-spectroscopy of both groups A and B, where the probe and control beam
are counter-propagating through the sample, the beam probe and control beam
diameters are reduced to 20 µm, both beams propagate close to parallel with the
c-axis (at (16±1)◦ ), and the control beam has very high power compared to the
probe beam (12 mW and 100 µW, respectively).
To make the features more clear, a slow-changing background was removed
from the figure. The black features are dips, while the bright features are peaks.
Features A2 and A3, which are Λ systems, show as dips due to electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) at this high control beam power (see chapter
4 for more on EIT). The harmonics, however, are just as narrow as the EIT
features, but are peaks instead of dips. There is a clear symmetry around the
features labeled 00 , and the features are labelled according to this symmetry, with
primes indicating shifted replicas of the already-known features from groups A
and B, and stars indicating replicas that are also mirrored. These replicas are
because of a coupling of the electronic states to a harmonic oscillator mode, or
a direct coupling of the optical field to a harmonic oscillator mode of the entire
sample. These harmonic states should have the same zero-field splittings and
magnetic-field dependence as the bare electronic states.
The first such harmonic |g 0 i of the ground state is depicted in Fig. 3.13a,
shifted from |gi by 3720 MHz. In the scheme on the left, the origin of the Λ
system SRA feature A2’ is shown. The resulting SRA feature is identical to
A2, except its two-laser detuning is shifted up by 3720 MHz. This is caused by
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Figure 3.12: Magneto-spectroscopy showing SRA harmonics. When the
beams in Fig. 5.1 are made counter-propagating, propagate at (16±1)◦ from the c-axis,
and the beam diameters are reduced to 20 µm inside the sample, more SRA features
are visible. These show clear symmetry around the vertical dip at 3720 MHz two-laser
detuning, labelled 0’, and originate from transitions involving harmonics of either the
ground state |gi or excited state |ei. Primes indicate the order of the harmonic, stars
indicate a mirroring (see Fig. 3.13a). Horizontal lines are artefacts of the measurement,
presumably due to small disturbances of the alignment during cryogen refillings. Discontinuities in SRA harmonics (e.g., the occasional splitting of feature A2’) are so-far
unknown physics of the harmonics, sensitive to these disturbances. Temperature 5 K,
ϕ 57◦ , Pp 50 µW, Pc 12 mW.

the high-energy laser coupling to the ground state |gi, and the low-energy laser
coupling to the harmonic state |g 0 i. Conversely, when the high-energy laser is
coupled to the harmonic state as shown on the right, a mirrored version of feature A2 results, described by 3720 MHz minus the detuning of A2. Subsequent
harmonics at multiples of 3720 MHz can also be addressed, and indeed at least
two SRA features originating from a second harmonic at 7440 MHz can be seen
in Fig. 3.12: A2”* and A3”*. The vertical line labelled 0’ is a copy of the dip
at 0 MHz two-laser detuning, where al transitions are driven by a single laser,
removing all SRA. This confirms that indeed the harmonics have the same zerofield splittings and magnetic-field dependence as the phonon-free states. Note
that the same shifted and mirrored copies of SRA features would result if the
excited state has harmonic states: from which state the harmonics originate is at
this point unknown.
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Figure 3.13: Model and control beam power dependence of SRA harmonics.
0
a) The triplet ground and excited state model from Fig.
4 3.2d, with a harmonic of |g i,
3720 MHz above |gi. Left is the Λ SRA feature A2’: the'laser
of lower energy
(orange)
= 33
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couples the harmonic |gm i to |em i. A2’ thus evolves 5with magnetic field identically to
0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60
feature A2, but with two-laser detuning increased by 3720 MHz. Shown right is the
Magnetic
feature A2’*: the laser of higher energy (green) couples the harmonic
|gl0 i field
to |em(mT)
i. A2’*
thus evolves with magnetic field as 3720 MHz minus A2 (so mirrored from A2). b)
SRA features with control beam powers of 20 µW, 500 µW, and 14 mW, and probe
beam power of 100 µW. As the control power increases, the non-harmonic SRA features
(B1-B2 and A1-A3) show power broadening, and A2 and A3 show EIT dips at 14 mW
control power. The first-order harmonics (single prime) show relatively little power
broadening, and the second-order harmonics (double prime) are only visible for the
highest control power. Magnetic field = 40 mT, ϕ = 57◦ , temperature = 5 K.

During the taking of this dataset, cryogens had to be refilled several times,
resulting in slight discontinuities in the dataset, seen as horizontal lines in the
plot. This is presumably due to small changes in alignment due to handling of
the cryostat. Though not visibly affecting the original features from group A
and B, several harmonics change quite drastically: they vanish, become stronger,
or even change shape. This can be most clearly seen in features 0’, A2”* and
A2’, which sometimes consist of two separate lines, and then suddenly of one
line again. Due to this unstable behaviour, it was not possible to unambiguouly
find which change in the setup caused the harmonics so appear, though it was
observed the harmonics faded somewhat when the beam diameter was increased
to 70 µW, and disappeared when the beams were made to co-propagate. Also of
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note, is that the feature 0’ was seen to slightly shift between different spots on
the sample, by up to 20 MHz.
In Fig. 3.13b, the control beam power dependence of the SRA features and
their harmonics is shown, at a magnetic field of 40 mT. The control beam was
set to 20 µW, 500 µW and 14 mW, while the probe beam was kept at 100 µW.
Dashed lines indicate the SRA features. The features B1-B2 and A1-A3 (the nonharmonics) are power broadened to three times their width between the lower two
powers, and are several GHz wide at 14 mW control power. The Λ systems A2
and A3 show EIT for the highest control power. On the other hand, the first-order
harmonics (single prime) barely change width over three orders of magnitude of
control beam power, which is at this point not understood. The second order
harmonics (double prime) are only visible for the highest control power.
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Lower in energy from the ZPL of PL2 by 380 GHz lies the ZPL of PL1, the second
distinct c-axis divacancy in 4H-SiC, as seen in the inset of Fig. 3.1. In Fig. 3.14,
the result of magneto-spectroscopy as in sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.5 is shown, with
the lasers now tuned to the center of the PL1 ZPL. Temperature is 4.2 K, ϕ =
33◦ (so away from the magic angle). The measurement was performed on the
same sample as with the PL2 measurements.
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Figure 3.14: Magneto-spectroscopy of the PL1 c-axis divacancy spin. The
same features as in Fig. 3.7 and 3.9 for PL2 are visible. Apparently, the physics of
SRA is largely the same for the PL1 divacancy spin. The only significant difference is
a splitting of (400±20) MHz at zero magnetic field between features B2 and B3.
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The SRA features in Fig. 3.14 are nearly identical to those found for PL2.
The features have been labelled in the same way as was done in Fig. 3.7 and
Fig. 3.9. Since the carrier frequency is set to the center of the ZPL, groups A
and B are visible simultaneously. One apparent difference from the SRA of PL2
is that features B2 and B3 seem to be significantly split apart at zero magnetic
field, by (400±20) MHz.
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Chapter 4
Electromagnetically Induced
Transparency with c-axis divacancy spin
ensembles in silicon carbide
Abstract
Divacancies in 4H-SiC oriented along the growth axis carry S = 1
spins with long coherence times, which can be resonantly optically
addressed at cryogenic temperatures. Ensembles of these spins (both
in as-grown and electron-irradiated samples) show significant inhomogeneous broadening of the optical transitions. Despite this broadening homogeneous sub-ensembles can be addressed, by exploiting
optical pumping effects that can occur when coupling five levels with
only two laser fields. To achieve coherent interplay between such a
sub-ensemble and light, Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
(EIT) can be a powerful tool, opening the way to the slowing and
storing of quantum states of light in SiC ensembles. In this chapter we investigate EIT in effective five-level systems, in the presence
of both transition-frequency and laser-intensity inhomogeneity, in caxis divacancy ensembles in 4H-SiC. We show it is possible to isolate
a single EIT feature by applying a weak static magnetic field. By
solving a five-level master equation in Lindblad form, averaging over
the inhomogeneities, and fitting to a series of EIT measurements,
the population relaxation and pure dephasing rates are extracted.
Also, the temperature dependence and limits for EIT in these systems are investigated. Finally, divacancy spin ensembles are shown
to be promising for quantum memory applications, when integrating
divacancy ensembles in single-mode waveguides.
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Introduction

A basic qubit is a two-state quantum system, with a long coherence time. Coupling stationary qubits to photons is an important step in building quantum
networks: since photons are fast and long-coherent, they are well suited for shuttling quantum information between qubits, encoded for instance in their energy
or polarization. However, since the spacing between two long-lived qubit energy
levels is generally well below the optical regime, a third level is required for alloptical control. Many systems containing (at least) three levels of this description
have been realized, such as single ions caught in laser cooling traps [5], atomic
vapors in transparent canisters [56], and carefully grown quantum dots [7]. More
recently, color centers in transparent crystals were also shown to be functional
qubits. These are electronic spins bound to semiconductor lattice defects, with all
the requisite levels deep in the band gap. Besides the most widely studied color
center, the NV− center in diamond [9], several point defects in silicon carbide
have now also been shown to host such spins with very long coherence times [10,
11, 57, 58]. These centers in SiC have a variety of distinct properties, making
mixing and matching qubits based on their intended use a possibility. Combining
these naturally forming qubits with the scalability of SiC lithography and device
processing may provide a technology for quantum integrated circuits.
When optically manipulating such a spin, it can be key to avoid putting
it in a position where it can spontaneously lose energy before its task has been
accomplished. When this happens, the system irretrievably decoheres, erasing its
quantum state. Typically, population relaxation from the optically excited state
is such a fast destructive process, and so when using optical fields for quantum
control, the system should remain in its ground state levels. This can be achieved
by coupling both ground states to the excited state simultaneously, using two laser
fields. Over a narrow window of detuning between the lasers, the excitations
cancel due to quantum interference in the system’s dynamics, and the system
becomes transparent to light. This effect is termed electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT) [20]. EIT has been instrumental in many areas, such as the
slowing of light [16], cooling atoms all the way to their ground state [17], and
retrieval of a stored pulse of only a few photons [18, 19]. In such applications,
it can be appealing to work with an ensemble of defects. When a small light
pulse propagates through a spin ensemble, it can experience gain through efficient
absorption and directional stimulated emission [3], amplifying the signal. This
type of operation would avoid the need for technically-demanding optical cavities,
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and has been shown to work in for instance rubidium vapours [56].
In this work, an ensemble of 1015 to 1017 c-axis divacancy spins in 4H-SiC is
addressed simultaneously, which suffers from inhomogeneous broadening of the
optical transitions. Driving the divacancies involves six energy levels (an S = 1
triplet ground and excited state, see chapter 3). To nonetheless address homogeneous sub-ensembles, spin-related absorption (SRA) features are used, which
entails the driving of more than two transitions with only two lasers. Finally in
such ensemble measurements, the optical fields do not always have homogeneous
intensity (for example, they can have a TEM00 Gaussian profile). We show that
in spite of the additional levels, couplings, and inhomogeneities, robust EIT in
a homogeneous sub-ensemble can be realized. Through careful analysis using a
master equation formalism in Lindblad form, values for the decay and dephasing
rates are extracted. Overall, we show that the system can be engineered and
controlled to be suitable for quantum applications in optical integrated circuits,
while needing only two lasers for EIT.

4.2
4.2.1

Model of EIT in inhomogeneously broadened spin ensembles
EIT in SRA features

Figure 4.1a shows the energy level structure of c-axis divacancies. The ground
state and excited state are S = 1 spin triplets, with sublevels |gi i and |ej i,
respectively (we again use the labeling i, j = l[ower], m[iddle], u[pper]). Note
that the full excited state may be more complex, but this excited state triplet is
at least an isolated subset of the full excited state (see chapter 3). The energy
levels have been shifted by an external magnetic field applied at a particular angle
ϕ to the c-axis, in order to make the |gm i-|em i transition equal to the |gu i-|eu i
transition. Because of this, a single laser field of frequency ωp (probe, green)
drives these ground states simultaneously. A second laser field of frequency ωc
(control, orange) drives the spin between |gl i and |em i, with its frequency detuned
from the exact transition frequency by ∆. In this driving arrangement the lasers
drive optical transitions while avoiding optical pumping into any of the levels
|gi i. This is the essence of addressing homogeneous SRA features in the presence
of inhomogeneous broadening (see chapter 3). Note that one excited state is not
involved (in this case |el i), and so the SRA features are the result of driving
transitions in effective five-level systems.
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a rate γa,b . Inset shows probe absorption when scanning probe detuning δ’, with the
EIT dip at two-photon resonance (δ’ = 0 MHz). Detunings ∆ and k are control laser
detuning, and detuning from optimal SRA (simultaneous resonance of the probe for
|gm i-|em i and |gu i-|eu i), respectively. b) With SRA optimized (B > 12 mT and the
angle ϕ between B and c-axis near 57◦ ), besides the SRA system shown in a (O1 ), a
second SRA system (O2 ) is addressed simultaneously (see chapter 3, section 3.3). Its
excited state |ei∗ is of higher energy (relative energies with respect to O1 indicated by
horizontal arrows), so the lower two instead of the upper two levels are addressed. If
O1 exists in the ensemble, so does O2 , due to inhomogeneous broadening of the optical
transition (see also Fig. 4.2)
.
The situation where both lasers are equally detuned from their mutual excited
state (|em i in Fig. 4.1a) by ∆ is called two-photon resonance. In our further
studies the probe laser frequency is scanned, and its frequency is referenced with
respect to its detuning δ’ from two-photon resonance. Note that δ’ is only defined
with respect to the control laser frequency, and not the excited state, so twophoton resonance is not dependent on inhomogeneous broadening (see Fig. 4.1a).
The probe absorption as a function of δ’ is shown in the inset (aligned with
the excited state levels for clarity). The frequency with which the transitions
are driven is given by the Rabi frequencies Ωc and Ωp , which are proportional

1

1
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to the square root of laser intensity, and the optical dipole of the transition
(see appendix 4.8 for details and derivations). The width of the broad overall
absorption line is governed by Ωc and Ωp , the population relaxation rates Γa,b ,
and the pure dephasing rates γa,b . Additional broadening can be caused by the
detuning k (defined in Fig. 4.1a), which equals ∆ plus the difference between the
|gm i-|em i and |gu i-|eu i transitions (k can in principle be tuned to zero by setting
the direction and magnitude of the external magnetic field). The reason these
defects are of interest for quantum information science are the slow dephasing
rates between the ground states γgi ,gj , which have been shown for a single spin
to be more than a millisecond using spin echo techniques (T2 ), and still well over
a microsecond when averaged over a macroscopic ensemble (T2∗ ) [10].
Suppose |gu i, |eu i and |el i are absent. In such a three-level system, exactly on
two-photon resonance (probe and control fields equally detuned from |em i by ∆),
a sharp dip in absorption occurs. This is the well-studied EIT feature, where the
system does not absorb the light due to quantum interference of the excitation
pathways. In this situation, the system becomes trapped in a coherent dark state,
which for this example (assuming ideal spin coherence) is |Ψi ∝ Ωp |gl i − Ωc |gm i.
The EIT lineshape is determined by the Rabi frequencies and dephasing rates,
with a strong dependence on the slow pure dephasing rate γgl ,gm between ground
state levels (the population relaxation between them is much slower still, and
will be assumed negligible in the remainder of this chapter). This three-level
arrangement is commonly referred to as a Λ system.
In the effective five-level system under investigation here (which we will also
call Λ system for convenience) EIT also occurs, and the corresponding coherent
dark state is |Ψi ∝ Ωp |gl i − Ωc |gm i + 0 |gu i. Due to suppressed excitation from
|gl i and |gm i by quantum interference, any population initially present in |gu i is
quickly pumped into this dark state.
Despite the complexity of these five-level systems, it is possible to derive
analytical expressions for the absorption. When solving the master equation in
Lindblad form to obtain the steady-state density matrix for the optically driven
system (see appendix 4.8), the key point is that each ground state level is driven
by a single laser frequency, and that the lasers have a fixed relative phase and
detuning. Under these conditions it is always possible to choose a basis rotating in
time with the dynamics, and a steady-state solution can be found, from which the
absorption then follows. This remains true regardless of how many transitions are
coupled by the optical fields (see for example Fig. 4.6a), even when more energy
levels are involved. This is very useful when extracting the system parameters
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from measurements of EIT, as will be done in section 4.4.2.
As depicted in the inset of Fig. 4.1, the EIT feature can shift from the overall
absorption line center due to non-zero ∆ and k, but the depth of the EIT feature
with respect to the overall absorption line (i.e. the suppression of absorption)
stays the same to within a few percent, i.e. the EIT is robust against imperfect
magnetic field alignment for SRA.

4.2.2

Transition frequency and laser field inhomogeneity

In the macroscopic ensembles of c-axis divacancies that we studied, the optical
transition between |gi i and |ej i is broadened by over 103 times the homogeneous
transition linewidth (see chapter 3, section 3.2). The consequence of this for SRA
systems is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Probe (green) and control (orange) laser fields
enter from the left, encountering several divacancies (dumbbells). Divacancy I
(red) has a particular optical transition frequency between ground and excited
state, indicated by f0 . Together with the control laser frequency fC , this sets the
detuning ∆. Divacancy II (purple) is identical to I, except the excited state levels
lie at higher energies. The control laser is identical, so ∆II > ∆I : this is the
broadening. Divacancy III (blue) has its excited state levels shifted to even higher
energies, so that the lasers couple different transitions. This way, several different coupling schemes can in principle be driven simultaneously. Note that only
the spacing between ground and excited state changes: the S = 1 level spacings
within each remain the same (see also chapter 3, section 3.5.2). This broadening
necessitates the use of SRA features for addressing a homogeneous spin subensemble. Additionally, the laser is not of uniform intensity, but rather a TEM00
mode (so a transverse Gaussian intensity distribution), with near-constant width
throughout the sample.
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Figure 4.2: Optical transition inhomogeneity. Illustration of inhomogeneous
broadening. The optical fields (green and orange, left) encounter three divacancies,
which have distinct optical transition frequencies. This leads to different detunings
from two-photon resonance (I-II), or driving of multiple SRA systems (III).

Always two SRA systems
When tuning the magnetic field orientation to optimize SRA for fields greater
than 20 mT, two SRA systems are realized simultaneously (see chapter 3, section
3.3). The first (labeled O1 ) is drawn in Fig. 4.1a, and the second (O2 ) is drawn
in Fig. 4.1b. System O1 and O2 are identical, except the states |ej ∗i lie higher in
energy, the shift equalling the splitting between |el i and |em i (horizontal arrows
show relative positions of the energy levels between Fig. 4.1a and b). This overlap is a coincidence, due to the particular zero-field splittings of the divacancies.
Their SRA features overlap, though they may not be identical (k ∗ is not necessarily equal to k, and the optical dipoles are generally different, since the five levels
at play for O1 and O2 are not the same). EIT also occurs at the same detuning
for both, since its position depends only on the ground state splittings. Since
in chapter 3 it was found that SRA systems involving the |gl i-|el i transition are
suppressed, and because signals from O1 and O2 are similar and fundamentally
hard to separate, the signal contribution of O2 will not be separately analyzed
in this chapter. Still, it is good to realize this contribution to SRA exists, lest it
come as a surprise in further research using this approach, and it will be mentioned again later on when appropriate.
Transition frequency broadening of SRA
The second consequence of transition inhomogeneity is that a continuum of subensembles with a range of detunings ∆ is addressed simultaneously. In Fig. 4.3a
a series of probe absorption traces is shown in the bottom panel, with ∆ vary-
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Figure 4.3: Effects of inhomogeneities on lineshapes. a) Due to inhomogeneous
broadening of the optical transition in an ensemble of defects, the control laser addresses
divacancies with different detunings ∆. The bottom panel shows probe absorption when
δ 0 is scanned, for a range of spins having different ∆ (k = 0 MHz, only one direction
of broadening shown for clarity). The top panel shows the sum of these traces (red),
compared to absorption of a single defect with ∆ = 0 MHz (black). b) The bottom
panel shows probe absorption for spin ensembles at various distances from a Gaussian
laser spot center. The top panel compares the cumulative absorption (red) and single
defect absorption (black): the Gaussian spot makes the overall absorption line narrower,
and washes out EIT.

ing between 0 and 200 MHz, k = 0 MHz (i.e. optimal SRA alignment), and
equal Rabi frequencies. The traces are for an optically thin sample, so low defect
density/sample thickness. For greater ∆ the overall absorption line shrinks (the
lasers become more off-resonant with |em i), yet the EIT feature remains at the
same detuning δ’ (for negative detuning the asymmetry of the traces inverts, not
shown for clarity). In the top panel the sum of these contributions is shown (red),
compared to the absorption of a single defect with ∆ = 0 MHz (black). Though
the width of the overall absorption line is increased significantly, the inhomogeneity does not strongly diminish the EIT feature in an ensemble measurement: it
is predominantly dependent on the ground state dephasing time, and the Rabi
frequencies.
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TEM00 laser mode
Because the laser field intensity is not spatially uniform, the Rabi frequency
experienced by defects in the center of the beam is different from those at a
non-zero distance r from the spot center. The absorption from sub-ensembles
over a range of r is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.3b (assuming perfect
overlap of probe and control beams). Near r = 0 the intensity is high, making
both the EIT and the overall lineshape broad. However, only a relatively small
portion of the divacancies in the laser beam experiences these laser intensities.
Further from the laser center the intensity is lower, and so the EIT and overall
lineshape grow narrower and shallower. However, since there are more defects at
this radius than at the center, the total absorption from these defects is higher.
The top panel shows a comparison of the sum of these contributions (red) to
the response of a single spin (black) experiencing only the intensity at the laser
spot center. Intensity inhomogeneity severely narrows the overall lineshape, and
suppresses EIT. From here on out, the Rabi frequencies listed are those in the
center of a Gaussian laser spot, unless specified otherwise.

4.3

Transmission spectroscopy

The measurement setup is identical to that described in chapter 3 (see chapter
3, section 3.4). In short, a divacancy ensemble of 2 mm in length is addressed
by two near-parallel laser fields focussed to a diameter of 70 µm, resonant with
the PL2 zero-phonon line near 1130.6 nm. The control field is switched on and
off by a 270 Hz chopper wheel. We detect the transmission of the probe laser
field, and this signal gets a 270 Hz component (detected using lock-in techniques)
when optical pumping of divacancies is affected by both the control and probefield resonances. The magnitude of the lock-in signal R is proportional to the
probe absorption. EIT is thus seen as a sharp dip in R, inside the broader overall
absorption dip. An external static magnetic field (below 50 mT) optimizes SRA
(see chapter 3, section 3.3), and the temperature can be set anywhere between 2
and 12 K.
Of special importance for EIT is that the control and probe field come from
the same laser. For doing this, a portion of the control beam is split off, and
gets frequency sidebands added at fixed detunings by an electro-optic modulator (EOM). One of the sidebands passes through a tunable cavity, blocking the
fundamental frequency and other sideband, and is called the probe beam. Any
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laser frequency jitter is therefore present in both probe and control, leaving the
detuning constant to well below 1 kHz, much less than the absorption features
presented here. Similarly, the phase between the lasers is fixed, so EIT is not
limited by the laser coherence.
The sample was not optically thick: the maximum SRA shown in this chapter
corresponds to a total absorption of nearly 3%. This absorption was observed on
a sample with an enhanced density of divacancies, achieved by irradiating an asgrown sample with a 2 MeV electron beam (dose 8·1018 cm−2 ), and subsequently
annealing it at 750 ◦ C for 15 minutes.

4.4
4.4.1

Experimental results and modelling
A single, robust, and isolated SRA Λ system

In chapter 3, section 3.5.3, two SRA Λ systems were identified by magnetospectroscopy, for a magnetic field at an angle ϕ = 57◦ with respect to the c-axis.
Fig. 4.4a shows this magneto-spectroscopy of the SRA of the Λ systems, Λ1 and
Λ2 . For a range of magnetic fields, fine scans of two-laser detuning (resolution
1 MHz) for Λ1 versus lock-in R are shown as black traces. These have been
normalized and shifted vertically, to coincide with the magnetic field value where
they were measured. The two-laser detuning in these plots (the frequency difference between control and probe fields) equals δ’ plus the ground state splitting
between |gl i and |gm i. There is a single, sharp EIT feature visible for all magnetic
fields, as opposed to the basal-plane oriented divacancies discussed in chapter 2,
which does not visibly split or broaden. A single, isolated SRA Λ system is addressed, which is desirable for EIT applications: any stray transitions aborbing
light at the EIT frequency are detrimental.
In Fig. 4.4b a scan of two-laser detuning versus lock-in R (normalized to one)
is shown. The magnetic field was moved away from optimal SRA, resulting in
a level shift k = -23 MHz, causing the sharp EIT dip to be shifted from the
center of the absorption line. In the background a Lorentzian lineshape (plus a
background and a small slope) is drawn in blue, which fits the absorption well,
away from two-photon resonance. To the low-detuning side of the sharp EIT dip,
clearly visible due to the EIT being off-center, is an increase in absorption with
respect to the Lorentzian lineshape.
To analyze the traces, a five-level master equation in Lindblad form was solved
for a range of both laser detunings ∆ and laser intensities. The resulting traces
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Figure 4.4: Single EIT features in a robust SRA Λ system. a) Absorption scans
of the probe laser, as a function of detuning between the lasers. Magneto-spectroscopy
(1000x lower laser powers) placed in background for reference (darker is more absorption). The lock-in traces showing EIT dips (black) are shifted vertically to coincide
with their respective magnetic fields. All along the SRA feature Λ1 , at the magic angle
of ϕ = 57◦ (see chapter 3, section 3.3), a single sharp EIT feature appears. b-c) Absorption measurements showing off-center EIT (b) due to magnetic field misalignment,
and central EIT (c) after correcting the field for optimal SRA. EIT width and height
are not affected strongly by the magnetic field change. In b, a Lorentzian lineshape
(plus background and slope) is drawn in light blue for comparison, illustrating that
the experimental trace has an excessa amplitude in the line center with respect to a
standard Lorentzian lineshape. The red line is our model fit (see main text), capturing
the inhomogeneous EIT physics. Fitting this model to single traces does not yield
unique coherences and lifetimes: stronger dipole couplings can compensate for lower
relaxation and dephasing rates, producing nearly identical fits.
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were summed and normalized, to account for optical transition inhomogeneity
and laser intensity inhomogeneity (as shown for both inhomogeneities separately
by the red curves in Fig. 4.3a and b). The resulting trace embodies absorption
by an optically thin ensemble, and was fit to the data. To keep the number
of free parameters small, both excited states were assumed to have equal decay
Γe and pure dephasing γe rates. Only two distinct values were allowed for the
optical dipoles between ground state levels |gi i and excited state levels |ej i: µi=j
and µi6=j . The Rabi frequencies were then calculated as Ωij = Ω0 µij , where Ω0
is proportional to the electric field amplitude of the laser fields in the center of
the beam. Lastly, the pure dephasings between any two ground states were set
equal to γg . The overall Lorentzian lineshape, EIT dip, and relative absorption
increase are all captured by the model. The relative increase is found to be due to
a combination of unequal transitions dipoles, a possible signal contribution from
the O2 SRA system, and laser inhomogeneity, and is thus partially an effect of
interaction with an ensemble. In Fig. 4.4c a similar measurement result is shown,
but with the magnetic field corrected to optimize SRA, shifting the EIT feature
back to the middle. The EIT dip depth and width are hardly changed as compared to Fig. 4.4b, showing that EIT is indeed robust against such misalignment.
The background is due to leakage from the control laser to the photodiode, from
imperfect separation of the beams in our experiment.
The problem with these fits, however, is that they are not unique: by increasing the optical dipole values a little (for example a factor 1.1), and decreasing all
dephasing and decay rates (by a factor 10), a nearly identical fit can be obtained.
So, for a fit to a single absorption measurement, we can essentially trade an increase in Rabi frequency for a decrease in decay and dephasing rates, and not
extract reliable system parameters. This is overcome by measuring absorption
traces over a range of laser intensities.
It is known for three-level systems, and we verified it to be the case for fivelevel systems as well, that EIT becomes significant for control-laser Rabi frequencies
Ωc >

q
(Γe + γe )(Γg + γg ).

(4.1)

When measuring for laser intensities that show how EIT evolves from weak to
strong, Ωc crosses this critical point set by the decay rates of the system, and
so the ratio of the dipoles and rates is uniquely determined over this range of
control field intensities.
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have not been shifted apart by more than the homogeneous transition linewidths.
As a result, both the Λ1 and Λ2 systems are driven simultaneously, resulting in the
double EIT depicted in the inset. Since only one frequency laser addresses each
ground state level, the absorption spectrum can still be calculated analytically
and fit to the data (see section 4.2.1). By measuring double EIT traces, in
addition to extracting the population relaxation and pure dephasing rates, we
gain insight in the relative quality of EIT in Λ1 and Λ2 , and the influence of
driving additional transitions near EIT conditions.
Figure 4.5b shows the probe absorption as a function of two-laser detuning,
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for laser powers ranging between 100 µW and 1mW (both lasers powers equal).
The angle ϕ was rotated away from the magic angle of 57◦ , but clear SRA is
still realized as long as the magnetic field remains below 10 mT, so that |gm i and
|gu i are still closer to each other than the homogeneous transition linewidths.
The traces are offset for clarity, but their relative amplitudes are unaltered. Behind the topmost trace a Lorentzian is drawn in grey, illustrating the two EIT
dips, and an increase in absorption between them with respect to a standard
Lorentzian absorption lineshape. The six black curves are the result of a single
fit through all six datasets simultaneously (all traces contribute to the total error
equally). The power dependence, EIT, and the increase in absorption near line
center are well captured by the model. The fit parameters (now indeed unique)
found are Ω0 = (7.4±0.6) MHz, Γe = (2.7±0.4) MHz, γe = (0+0.15) MHz, and
γg = (0.23±0.06) MHz. Assumed was perfect overlap of the TEM00 control and
probe beams inside the sample: an imperfect overlap would alter the fit values, but not by more than a factor 2 (and in fact would only bring γg further
down). The ground state dephasing rate implies an ensemble coherence time T2∗
= (4.3±0.5) µs, which is slightly longer than that found in microwave experiments
on PL2 defect ensembles. This shows that optical fields cause no additional spin
dephasing.
The dipoles were found to be equal to within a factor 1.7±0.1: this allows
the two EIT features to be nearly identical. This is in contrast to predictions of
dipoles varying by more than a factor 1000 by a Franck-Condon model for spin,
as was found to be applicable for basal plane divacancies (see chapter 2, section
2.8). This supports the conclusion from chapter 3 that the c-axis divacancies
required a more complex description than basal plane divacancies to explain the
optical dipoles. Finally, the EIT amplitude compared to the overall absorption
line is equal, to within 3%, to the EIT amplitude predicted for a three-level
system, using the population relaxation and pure dephasing rates just listed for
the five-level system. This shows that EIT in a five-level system is insensitive
to the driving of additional transitions. Concluding, the robustness of five-level
EIT and the relatively long T2∗ of the ground state under optical excitation show
promise for c-axis divacancy ensembles in all-optical quantum applications.

4.4.3

Temperature dependence of SRA and EIT

Having shown that EIT in SRA features can be isolated, that it is robust against
minor misalignments, and does not suffer from additional optical couplings be-
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tween ground and excited state, we next investigate how EIT evolves with sample
temperature. In Fig. 4.6a, another series of probe absorption versus two-laser detuning is shown, for temperatures between 2 and 12 K.
a)

B = 6 mT
ϕ = 87◦
Pc = 10 mW

2K
6K
10 K

4K
8K
12 K

Lock-in R (arb. u., offset for clarity)

Pp = 1 mW

Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of double EIT. a) Lock-in
traces showing the double EIT feature
from Fig. 4.5b, for a range of temperatures bewteen 2 and 12 K. The
black lines are separate fits. The SRA
feature broadens extensively with temperature, though EIT stays clearly visible. b) Pure dephasing rates γe of the
excited state levels, from the fits in a.
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As temperature increases, the overall absorption line broadens, and EIT diminishes. Each trace is fit by the master equation model, keeping the optical
dipole strengths found before fixed, and allowing the population relaxation rate
from the excited state Γe and pure dephasing rates γe and γg to vary. The control laser power was in this experiment a factor 10 higher than before, a change
captured well by the model. The traces are offset vertically for clarity, but the relative amplitudes are unchanged. The rates Γe and γg are found to not noticably
change over this range: γg = (0.18±0.05) MHz and Γe = (2.6±0.4) MHz. Above
6 K on the other hand, pure dephasing for the excited state γe strongly increases,
broadening the overall absorption line. Since the required laser power for EIT
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goes up with increasing γe as described in equation 4.1, the power required for
EIT goes up sharply above 6 K. This, together with the broadening of the SRA
features themselves with respect to the spin splittings, limits the use of EIT in
c-axis divacancy SRA features to below 10 K.

4.5

Prospect: a quantum memory for light

As mentioned in the introduction, a promising application of such defect ensembles would be to store the quantum information of a pulse of light on the
few-photon level (see [18] for a detailed explanation). Initially, the spins need to
be prepared in a known ground state, say |gl i. When writing to the memory, a
single photon (playing the role of a weak probe beam) causes a single spin flip, in
a manner that it is distributed over the ensemble. The information remains properly stored for the duration of the ensemble coherence time T2∗ , and can be read
out by applying a strong control beam. This beam flips the collective spin back,
causing the emission of a photon with the same quantum state as the original
pulse. Because this re-emitted probe light and the strong control light are present
simultaneously, EIT occurs, and the weak pulse can travel out of the ensemble
without getting re-absorbed, as performed in [56] using a gass of rubidium atoms.
When modelling EIT for this scenario with the extracted system parameters,
the inhomogeneous broadening of the optical transition requires us to take some
extra care. In Fig. 4.7a probe absorption is shown as a function of the two-laser
detuning in the bottom panel (two-photon resonance at 1300 MHz) for a range of
detunings ∆, which again represent separate sub-ensembles of defects, addressed
simultaneously by the two lasers. Ωp is very low (like the small pulse of light
that is to be stored), and Ωc is strong, ten times higher than required for the
onset of EIT for a single defect according to 4.1, with γe and Γg set to zero. As
a consequence of this high control power, absorption traces with ∆ 6= 0 MHz
become very asymmetrical (Fano-like lineshapes), with their absorption minima
not exactly at two-photon resonance (compare features highlighted in the grey
vertical bar in Fig. 4.7a). Due to the high control beam intensity required for
EIT, defects very far of resonance still show a small amount of absorption in the
intended EIT window. In the top panel the combined absorption in case of an
inhomogeneously broadened zero-phonon line of 100 GHz FWHM wide is shown
(red), again for an optically thin medium, compared to the absorption of a single
defect (black). The absorption by sub-ensembles with ∆ 6= 0 MHz completely
washes out the EIT, and the retrieval of a stored pulse is rendered impossible for
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0

Two-laser detuning (MHz)

Figure 4.7: Consequences for quantum memory application. a) The bottom
panel shows absorption of a very weak probe (Ωp << Ωc ) as the probe-control detuning
is scanned for a range of inhomogeneously broadened |ej i levels, resulting in a range
of detunings ∆ between two-photon resonance and the optical transition (as defined in
Fig. 4.1). Traces are for optically thin samples. Parameters from the fit in Fig. 4.5 are
used. The top panel compares absorption by spin ensembles with (red) and without
(black) broadening of the optical transition. b) EIT in the presence of both optical
transition and intensity inhomogeneity (averaging over an entire 100 GHz ZPL), when
further increasing Ωc . c) As in b, but assuming homogeneous laser intensity. The EIT
window broadens and deepens significantly, dipping below 1% for Ωc = 1 GHz, with
respect to probe absorption when the control field is off.

this Ωc . In Fig. 4.7b this combined absorption is shown again, for increasingly
higher values of Ωc , with the lasers again assumed to have transverse Gaussian
profiles. The EIT window opens up, requiring more than 140 times higher Ωc
(2x104 times higher laser intensity) to reach the same EIT depth as a single defect.
In essence, the higher power pushes the asymmetrical lines out to the sides. In
Fig. 4.7c these same traces are shown, but for a homogeneous laser intensity (a
top-hat profile). The EIT lineshape becomes more rectangular and deeper, with
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Ωc for 99% EIT (MHz)

probe absorption at two-photon resonance for Ωc = 1 GHz lowered to below 1%
of that when no control field is present. Finally, Fig. 4.8 shows the effect on the
EIT dip of less inhomogeneous broadening of the ZPL (again for homogeneous
laser intensities). For a narrower FWHM of the ZPL, the Rabi frequency Ωc due
to the control laser required for 1% absorption at maximum EIT drops sharply.
A more homogeneous sample, with less strain and other broadening effects, is
therefore desirable.
1600
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Figure 4.8: Control beam Rabi frequency required for 99% EIT. The Rabi
frequency due to the control laser (proportional to the square root of laser power)
required for 99% EIT, for a ZPL FWHM between 100 MHz and 100 GHz, and homogeneous laser intensities. A decrease in FWHM allows for much lower laser powers for
the same EIT.

So ideally, more than 1x104 times higher control laser intensity should be
used than in these experiments, the laser intensity should be homogeneous, and
the ZPL should be narrower. The higher intensity can be in large part realized
by concentrating the light into a single mode SiC waveguide on a chip, which
would have a diameter on the order of the wavelength, near 1 µm. This is
70 times smaller than the spot diameter used in these experiments, and since
intensity increases quadratically with the beam diameter, this would give about
500 times higher intensity, still using simple diode lasers with power in the mW
range. Additionally, in such a waveguide part of the Gaussian-shaped optical
mode of the light would fall outside the waveguide, where it does not interact
with divacancies. As a consequence the effective laser intensity becomes more
homogeneous, further improving EIT as compared to our free-space experiments.
Narrowing the ZPL would require future studies on the effects of SiC growth,
defect creation, and waveguide fabrication on the ZPL width.

4.6 Summary and conclusions

4.6
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Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we presented that in an inhomogeneously broadened ensemble
of divacancies, a homogeneous Lambda system can be addressed in isolation by
means of two-laser control that effectively only addresses a homogeneous subensemble of all divacancies. Despite the broadening, spatially inhomogeneous
laser intensity, and the presence of six energy levels and up to six simultaneously
optically driven transitions, EIT was realized. Using a master equation formalism,
the decay and dephasing rates of the spins were extracted. Looking ahead to
potential integration of such ensembles in optical integrated circuits as quantum
memories, single-mode waveguides were proposed as ideal systems. These can
provide the high and homogeneous laser intensity needed for good EIT, in the
presence of inhomogeneous broadening of the optical transitions, which will be
hard to fully eliminate for ensembles. This inhomogeneity would then be an
asset instead of a hindrance: when using several ensemble memories, they will
be able to store and emit photons over a bandwidth defined by the overlap of
their broadened zero-phonon lines, and no individual tuning of memory nodes is
required.
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Supporting Appendix Material

4.7

Appendix: Initial result high-power control
beam, low-power probe beam

In order to test the predictions of novel EIT lineshapes due to laser intensity and
transition frequency inhomogeneity made in section 4.5, the measurement setup
was altered from its description in chapter 3, section 3.4, as used in the rest of
this chapter. In order to increase the control beam intensity, the FWHM of the
beam inside the sample is decreased to 22 µm (which still keeps the Rayleigh
length longer than the optical beam path inside the sample).
1

Lock-in R (norm)
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Figure 4.9: EIT from weak probe and strong control beam. Three traces
showing EIT in SRA feature Λ1 , with the probe beam set to 100 µW (much lower than
other EIT traces in this chapter), and the control beam set to the much higher values
of 0.8 mW, 4 mW, and 23 mW. The highest control-power trace shows clear EIT of
over 40 MHz wide, with a sharp dip in the middle centered at 1683 MHz. The green
trace is a fit of a Lorentzian, which is the sharpest possible EIT lineshape predicted
by density matrix of a single defect. The black trace is a fit of the model described in
section 4.5, including a 3D overlap of the Gaussian probe and control beams, and also
a repump beam. The inhomogeneous model clearly fits better, though not perfectly.
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To still be able to spatially filter the strong control beam from the weak probe
beam, the beams are made to counter-propagate through the sample, while still
also spatially separating them. This way, light from the control beam arriving at
the photodetector is suppressed by a factor 106 , and EIT can be clearly observed
in the weak probe beam.
For the lower two control powers, EIT is barely visible, though the SRA
feature clearly power broadens for Pc = 4 mW. For Pc = 23 mW, however,
the EIT is very pronounced, more than 20% of the SRA feature height, and over
40 MHz wide. There is a sharp dip in the center at 1683 MHz two-laser detuning,
which is atypical of EIT as calculated for a single defect from the density matrix
formalism: the sharpest EIT lineshape possible in that model is a Lorentzian [20].
The green line is an attempt to fit a Lorentzian to the dip, which clearly fails to
describe the sharp central dip. The black line is a fit using the model described
in section 4.5, with the addition that the laser intensities of both probe and
control beam were calculated in 3D, taking into account their slightly different
orientations by 6◦ . Also, a repump laser was added to the model, which was used
in the experiment to keep the defects from optically bleaching, crossing both
probe and control beams from the side (for more about bleaching, see chapter
2, section 2.11). Due to a combination of all the included inhomogeneities, the
EIT trace can assume a much sharper shape, clearly fitting the observed data
better than the homogeneous model. The sharpness near the peak here is equally
due to the Gaussian shape of the intensity and frequency distributions, and the
imperfect spatial overlap. A more minutely accurate description of the spatial
distributions might yield even better correspondence with our experimental data,
but introduced too many uncertainties to be used for fitting in a reasonable time.

4.8

Appendix: Master equation in Lindblad form

To obtain an expression for the absorption of an optically thin ensemble of defects,
we solve the master equation in Lindblad form:
i
dρ
= − [H, ρ] + L(ρ).
dt
~

(4.2)

Here ρ is the density matrix, where the diagonal elements are populations, and
the off-diagonal ones are coherences. Both the ground states and excited states
are contained in ρ: for E excited states and N total states, states 1 through
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E − 1 are ground states, and states E through N are excited states. Describing
the example system in Fig. 4.10 for example, |s1 i and |s2 i are the first two
states in the 4-by-4 matrix ρ, and |s3 i and |s4 i are the last two states. H is
the Hamiltonian of the electronic system, driven by optical fields. Lastly, L(ρ)
is the Lindblad superoperator, describing decay between the spin levels and pure
dephasing. The goal of this appendix is to show under which conditions Eq. 4.2
can be solved analytically, for any number of ground and excited states, and the
steps in solving it. The formulas given here are also easily fed into a symbolic
programming language. This can be useful, given that the number of coupled
linear equations to solve scales as N 2 for N states, and hence the matrix to
eventually be inverted for solving this system scales contains N 2 by N 2 elements,
which quickly becomes exceedingly tedious and error-prone to construct by hand.

s4
Δ

s3
δ’

Γs3,s2

Γs3,s1
ωc ωp
Ωc
Ωp
s1

s2

Figure 4.10: Example four-level system. A four-level system, driven by two optical fields. The fields, labelled probe and control, are characterized by Rabi frequencies
Ωc and Ωp (proportional to the electric field amplitudes), and angular frequencies ωc
and ωp (see Eq. 4.8). Relevant decay rates (Γij ) are drawn in gray between the states.
Detuning of the control laser from resonance is labeled ∆, and detuning of the probe
laser from two-photon resonance is labeled δ’. We use the convention that blue-detuning
makes the detunings positive.
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The Hamiltonian and the Rotating Wave Approximation

We start with the Hamiltonian of the optically driven system:

H = H0 + V,

(4.3)

where H0 is the bare Hamiltonian of the system, and V is the perturbation due
to the optical fields. In matrix form, H0 is written as


~ω1

0

0
..
.

~ω2

0

...



H0 = 




0
.. 
. 
,

...

~ωn

...

(4.4)

with the energies of the N states of the system on the diagonal (N = 5 in chapter
4, with three ground states and two excited states), and the other matrix elements
zero. The perturbation V is written as


0


 V21
V =
 ..
 .
Vn1


V12 . . . V1n
.. 
0
. 
.

..
.

...
0

(4.5)

The diagonal elements of V represent permanent dipole moments, which are
assumed to be (near) zero. The energy of the off-diagonal terms is

~
Vnm = −~µnm · E,

(4.6)

~ is the electric
where µ
~ nm = µ
~ mn is the dipole of the transition |ni → |mi, and E
field. This is simply the energy of a dipole induced by an electric field, which is
valid since the wavelength of the electric field (micrometer) is much larger than
the size of the divacancy (Ångström). This is commonly known as the dipole
approximation. From here on out, we drop the vector notation, assuming the
field and dipole moment are properly aligned with each other. Which dipoles are
nonzero (i.e. hence which transitions are driven by optical fields) is established
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a priori, by applying knowledge of detunings of the optical frequencies from
resonance, and the optical linewidths of the transitions. For example, for the
four-level system shown in Fig. 4.10, the dipole matrix is



0
0 µ13
 0
0 µ23

µ=
µ31 µ32 0
0
0
0


0
0

,
0
0

(4.7)

since only two transitions are driven. This does not yet explicitly contain information on which fields drives which transitions: only whether transitions are to
be considered or not. The optical fields are described clasically:
Q

1X
Ei eiωi t + c.c..
E(t) =
2 i=1

(4.8)

Here Ei is the amplitude of optical field i, ωi is its angular frequency. We ignore
the phase of the fields (that is, Ei is a real number), which is valid if the fields
are perfectly in phase, e.g. generated from the same laser by an electro-optic
modulator (as is the case in chapters 3 and 4).
This in principle completes the Hamiltonian of the system. However, it is an
unwieldy equation with many time-dependent driving terms, for example for the
system depicted in Fig. 4.10:

V13

"
#
−µ13
iωp t
iωc t
−iωp t
−iωc t
=
Ep e
+ Ec e
+ Ep e
+ Ec e
.
2

(4.9)

We can greatly reduce the number of driving terms by realizing not all driving
happens on a relevant time scale. To identify these terms, we change to the
interaction picture, which serves to shift all time dependence from H0 onto V .
The resulting operator completely governs the time evolution of the system, and
will contain terms that oscillate so fast that they will average out very quickly, and
hence we can remove them. This is known as the rotating wave approximation
(RWA). Moving to the interaction picture requires the unitary operator U , defined
as
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U =e

iH0 t/~



=



eiω1 t

0

0
..
.

eiω2 t

0

...

...
..

.


0
.. 
. 
,
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(4.10)

eiωn t

and with it we transform the Hamiltonian H to

H 0 = U HU † .

(4.11)

To illustrate the worling of the RWA, the term from Eq. 4.9 in the interaction
picture is

0
H13

"
#
−µ13
Ep eiωp t + Ec eiωc t + Ep e−iωp t + Ec e−iωc t ei(ω1 −ω3 )t .
=
2

(4.12)

Here, we can apply our knowledge of which fields are driving which transitions.
Since the control laser in Fig. 4.10 is near-resonant with the transition |s1 i → |s3 i,
the difference between the control laser frequency ωc and the transition frequency
ω3 − ω1 is small. Hence, the term ei(ωc +(ω1 −ω3 ))t from Eq. 4.12 evolves slowly in
time. All the other fast-changing terms (representing driving far off-resonance)
are dropped, and the transformation from Eq. 4.11 is inverted to move back to
the Schrödinger picture. For comparison to Eq. 4.9:

H13 =

−µ13 Ep iωc t
e ,
2

(4.13)

which is much more tractable. Next, in order to eliminate all remaining timedependence when solving Eq. 4.2, we turn our attention to the density matrix
ρ.

4.8.2

The density matrix in a rotating frame

Since H contains oscillating driving terms, from Eq. 4.16 the populations and
coherences contained in ρ will also oscillate at those frequencies. However, by
adopting a judiciously chosen rotating basis for ρ rotating along with the driving,
Eq. 4.16 can in some cases be solved as a steady-state problem in this rotating
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frame: the oscillations are ”unwound”, revealing simple behaviour. This slowchanging basis we call σ. To relate σ to ρ we define another unitary operator



R=



R11

0

0
..
.

R22

0

...


0
.. 
. 
,

..
.

Rnn

...

(4.14)

where

Rnn


eiωL t if level coupled by only 1 field of ω
L
=
1 otherwise

.

(4.15)

This operator then relates σ and ρ by

ρ = RσR† .

(4.16)

To illustrate how this choice of basis can eliminate time dependence, we write
out Eq. 4.2 for ρ13 , using the Hamiltonian found by the method in section 4.8.1,
and the density matrix from Eq. 4.16:
i
h
i
Ec
Ep
+iωc σ13 eiωc t = −i (ωs1 −ωs3 )σ13 + µ13 (σ11 −σ33 )+ µ23 σ12 eiωc t . (4.17)
dt
2~
2~

h dσ

13

In Eq. 4.17, all terms contain the same time-varying factor eiωc t , which therefore
cancels out, removing all time dependence. Also, since due to the RWA only the
driving terms close to resonance were kept in the Hamiltonian, and in Eq. 4.14 we
define which lasers are resonant with which transitions, all the frequency terms
can be gathered into detunings from resonance (in this case, ∆ = (ωs3 −ωs1 )−ωC ,
which is depicted in Fig. 4.10). Finally, for compactness of writing we define Rabi
frequencies Ω(ab) = µab~Eab for transitions |sa i → |sb i, where the (ab) label can be
c or p, depending on the laser driving the transition, as shown in Fig. 4.10.
Applying these steps to Eq. 4.17 yields
h
i
dσ13
Ωc (σ11 − σ33 )
= −i ∆σ13 +
+ Ωp σ12 .
dt
2

(4.18)
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The same cancellation of exponents and gathering of terms into detunings (e.g.
δ’ in the example) happens for the other equations which follow from Eq. 4.2,
meaning the rotating basis defined in Eq. 4.14 works for the example system.
The requirement for such a rotating basis to exist for any number of states,
and any number of lasers, is that all ground states (or all excited states) are driven
by single laser frequencies. Mathematically, this is because if more frequencies
are coupled to a state, and they were all entered into Eq. 4.14 somehow, the
cancellation of exponents seen in Eq. 4.17 does not take place (the eiωc t on the lefthand side would become a sum of two driving terms, while several different driving
term combinations appear on the right-hand side). This is why for the example
system in Fig. 4.10 no useful transformation can be defined for R33 in Eq. 4.14.
However, Eq. 4.14 needs to contain information on all driven transitions, in order
for them to vanish in the rotating frame. For this information to be included,
both states that |s3 i is coupled to need to be used in Eq. 4.14, i.e. they may not
be addressed by more than one laser frequency. For the example system this is
the case, and hence a rotating basis with no time dependence can be constructed.
If for example the transition |s2 i → |s4 i is also driven, the transformation will
not work, since no information about the probe laser can be usefully included
in the rotating basis. Generally, for any number of states that are coupled by
optical fields, this requirement is equivalent to having all ground states or all
excited states addressed by single laser frequencies. Another way of viewing this
is with the notion of beat frequencies. If two states are coupled by a laser, the
driving frequency determines the dynamics. If two states are both coupled to a
third, as in the example system, the driving between these two states occurs at
the difference frequency (or beat frequency) of the two optical fields, and this can
be accomodated in a rotating frame. If however one or both of these states is
coupled to a fourth state, with a different optical frequency, this interferes with
the beat frequency, and this cannot be captured in a rotating frame anymore.

4.8.3

The Lindblad superoperator

The treatment so far concerned a driven system, without decay and dephasing.
These are introduced now, in the form of the Lindblad superoperator L(σ), where
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Lnm

N

P


Γin σii − Γni σnn , if n = m

= i=1h N
i

P


− 12
Γni + Γmi + γn + γm σnm , if n 6= m.

(4.19)

i=1

Here Γij is decay from state |si i to |sj i, and γi is pure dephasing in state |si i,
with respect to a reference phase (we use the phase of the lowest ground state
for this). The on-diagonal terms can be understood as a sum of all incoherent
flows of population into and out of the state. The off-diagonal terms describe
loss of coherence due to population exiting either of the two states involved, or
pure dephasing in either of these states.

4.8.4

Solving the steady-state equations

After succesfully applying the steps in the preceding sections, we are left with
N 2 coupled differential equations like Eq. 4.18. Since the right-hand sides do not
contain time-dependent terms anymore, and σ is the time-independent envelope
of ρ, we can set the time derivatives to zero and solve the equations as a system
of coupled linear equations. This system is underdetermined, which can be fixed
by replacing an arbitrary equation by the constraint that total population is
PN
conserved, i.e.
i=1 σii = 1. It can then be conveniently solved by casting it in
matrix form, and inverting this matrix.
Describing EIT in an optically thick medium would require us to calculate
the electric susceptibility χ(ω) from σ, and from there the absorption. However,
in this thesis only optically thin samples are investigated, with absorption up
to a few percent, far from saturation. In this case the absorption per system is
proportional to that of the ensemble, and this can be calculated as

A(ω) ∝

N
X

σii (ω),

(4.20)

i=E

where the sum runs over all the excited states, or in other words: excitation is
proportional to absorption.

Chapter 5
Exploring the spin structure of the
Molybdenum impurity in 4H-SiC

Abstract
Molybdenum impurities in several SiC polytypes have previously
been reported to host S = 1 spins, which should be directly optically
addressable. Analogously to the well-known NV− center in diamond,
as well as several more recently investigated defects in wide-bandgap
semiconductors, its energy levels are deep in the semiconductor gap.
If the spin coherence time is much longer than the excited state lifetime, it is an interesting candidate system for all-optical quantum information applications. This chapter describes the all-optical probing
of the ground and excited spin states, and the transitions between
them, of an ensemble of Mo impurities in 4H-SiC. From photoluminescence (PL) and PL excitation (PLE) with a single laser, the
transitions are found to be inhomogeneously broadened. It is then
argued that optical spin pumping takes place in Mo defect spins in
4H-SiC. By varying the detuning of a second laser as well as a static
magnetic field, homogeneous signatures of the underlying spin states
are recovered in PLE. These features show that the magnetic field
does not mix the spin states in either ground or excited state, implying there are no zero-field splittings in the probed ensemble, contrary
to what has been reported in literature. The observed dependence on
external magnetic field orientation can, however, be well described by
anisotropic g-tensors. Also, a sharp feature reminiscent of coherent
population trapping is observed, which gradually vanishes between 4
and 10 K.
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Introduction

One can never grow a perfectly pure crystal: lattice defects and trace impurities
are inevitable in any realistic growth procedure due to basic thermodynamics, and
the fact that the growth apparatus itself will dope the crystal during growth. For
semiconductors, many such point defects form deep levels in the bandgap. These
can be stable for several charge states, acting as long-lived charge traps, hindring
device performance when charges are supposed to flow. Intentionally adding
doping during growth can counter this effect to create net trap-free crystals, or one
can dope orders of magnitude more to create p- or n-type doped crystals [59] [60].
For silicon carbide, particularly the 4H and 6H polytypes, this is now established
practice in industry, and crystals doped with vacancies and conventional dopants
are commercially available.
Besides this established defect functionality, such defects have recently come
into focus as promising candidates for quantum information science. In diamond,
the NV− center has pioneered the field of quantum optics with color centers
[9]. More recently, other defects, both in diamond and in other wide-bandgap
semiconductors, have also started attracting attention [58] [37] [36] [39]. An interesting example in diamond is the silicon-vacancy center, which has orders of
magnitude less phonon-assisted decay between excited state and ground state
than NV− centers [61], a key property for scalable applications. Initially in SiC,
divacancies were shown to have long-coherent spins, all the way up to room temperature [10] [21]. Various other defects in SiC, both as ensembles [11] [48] [57]
and single defects [22], were then shown to be viable candidates for quantum
information science. Looking to further explore possible qubits in SiC, transition
metal dopants such as molybdenum and vanadium look promising from theoretical investigations and early electron spin resonance (ESR) and photoluminescence
(PL) studies [15] [62] [63]. For Mo, these studies conclude that Mo is stable in
several charge states, of which the double-positively charged form is directly optically accessible [64]. The spin of this charge state was reported to be S = 1,
with a zero-field splitting of 3-6 GHz in the ground state. It was predicted that
Mo prefers to occupy divacancy sites where both vacancies are in a hexagonal
crystal environment (hh-symmetry), which only occurs along the crystal growth
axis (c-axis) [14]. The number of Mo zero-phonon lines (ZPL) in different SiC
polytypes was seen to equal the number of hh-divacancies in the crystal. Dubbed
the asymmetric split vacancy (ASV) configuration (due to Mo not being exactly
in the divacancy center), the system has C3V symmetry, with the zero-field split-
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ting quantization axis along the c-axis. An ensemble of Mo defects is hence
mono-directional, which could be benificial when designing actual devices. These
properties would be favourable for all-optical quantum information applications
and motivated the research presented in this chapter: to all-optically investigate
the yet-unknown lifetime and coherence properties of the Mo spin ground state
and its excited state, and the transitions between these states.
In this chapter, results are presented first on single-laser spectroscopy performed on an ensemble of Mo impurities in 4H-SiC, revealing an inhomogeneous
broadening of the spacing between ground and excited state. Next, from two-laser
experiments, evidence for optical spin pumping (OSP) in Mo impurities is given.
This allows for investigation of the spin sub-levels in ground and excited state
by means of spin-related emission (SRE) spectroscopy, as described in chapter
1. The homogeneous features thus recovered shift linearly with magnetic field
strengths up to (at least) 1.2 T. It is argued that this implies that all ground
state spin levels are degenerate at zero field. Additionally, a strong dependence
on the orientation of an external magnetic field is observed: the apparent gfactor characterizing how strongly levels shift with magnetic field, the number
of observed features, and the presence of sharper sub-features resembling coherent population trapping (CPT), all depend on the angle between the c-axis and
the direction of the applied magnetic field. This is shown to be consistent with
anisotropic g-tensors. The data thus contradicts the notion of S = 1 spin triplets
with non-degenerate spin sublevels at zero magnetic field (zero-field splittings)
for Mo impurities in 4H-SiC reported in [15].

5.2

Experiment

The sample used was p-type, doped with Mo. The doping concentration was
estimated to be between 1015 and 1017 cm−3 , judging from comparison of its
photoluminescence spectra with those of a sample of 1015 cm−3 (as measured by
secondary ion mass spectrometer). The sample was the same as that used in [62],
where it was concluded based on the polarization of the emitted photoluminescence (PL) that the most likely charge state of the defects is double-positively
charged. Due to background absorption of unknown origin, the sample was highly
absorbing over a wide wavelength range in the infrared, making it impossible to
look for Mo signatures in transmission. All results presented here therefore come
from PL or PL excitation (PLE) measurements, performed on a corner of the
sample, so as to minimize decay of the lasers and emitted light inside the sample
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material.

Figure 5.1: Experiment schematic. Excitation lasers (red) overlap in the sample
(gray), exciting Mo impurities (bright blue). The lasers (parallel to each other within
3◦ within the sample) are aligned on the sample edge. This allows the subsequent emission of Mo to exit the sample after only very short propagation through the material,
minimizing re-absorption. An NA = 0.5 lens mounted 1 cm from the sample inside
the cryostat collimates the emitted light, which is passed to a spectrometer or singlephoton counter. The sample was mounted at various angles ϕ, the angle between
applied static magnetic field and the SiC c-axis. A 770 nm laser (drawn in orange)
prevents the defects from permanently switching to another charge state.

As shown in Fig. 5.1, excitation lasers were focussed to a 70 µm spot at the
edge of the sample, and light exiting the nearby side of the sample was collected
with a high-NA lens. For PL, the light was brought to an Ocean Optics NIRQuest
spectrometer with 3 nm resolution, while for PLE the total PL was measured by
an InGaAs single-photon counter. The sample temperature was varied between
4 and 20 K in a helium flow cryostat, and a static magnetic field could be applied
at various angles ϕ with respect to the material’s c-axis. It is also important to
note that at all times during these experiments, a 40 µW pulsed 770 nm laser
(∼200 ps pulses, 80 MHz repetition rate) was focussed on the defects, to rapidly
return Mo impurities to the required charge state after a bleaching event [43] (see
2, section 2.11 for a description of this phenomenon in basal-plane divacancies
in 4H-SiC - the Mo impurities seems to behave quite similarly). All lasers are
parallel to within 3◦ inside the sample.
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As a starting point for optically studying Mo impurities in SiC, their photoluminescence is shown in Fig. 5.2, for several temperatures. The excitation source was
[waiting for reply collaborator]. Earlier work identified the sharp feature just
above 1.15 eV as the ZPL of the defect, which is the signal of direct transitions
between the ground and excited states. The other peaks at lower energies have
all been identified in earlier work to be phonon replicas of the ZPL. This is very
much like the phonon sidebands (PSB) seen in previous chapters on divacancies in
SiC, with the difference that the divacancy PSB appears as many closely spaced
phonon replicas, combining into a continuous band.

1.09

1.11

1.13

1.15

PL photon energy (eV)
Figure 5.2: Molybdenum impurity photoluminescence. PL from excitation
with a 514.5 nm laser, detected with an FTIR spectrometer, for sample temperatures
between 5 and 20 K. The Mo ZPL is at 1.1521 eV, and the broadener peaks at lower
energies are phonon replicas of the ZPL. There is almost no dependence on temperature in both ZPL and replicas. The inset shows a close-up of the ZPL for the same
temperature range. Data courtesy of A. Gällström, Department of Physics, Chemistry
and Biology, Linkping University, Sweden.

Since there are four inequivalent divacancies in 4H-SiC, and Mo impurities
were originally predicted to occupy the silicon position in divacancy sites, one
might expect four distinct ZPL’s from Mo impurities, as there are four such lines
for divacancies themselves (see chapters 3 and 2). However, there is only one Mo
ZPL visible, consistent with Mo only occupying hh-divacancies along the c-axis,
of which there is only one in 4H-SiC.
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Figure 5.3: Inhomogeneous Mo impurity ZPL measured by PLE. The PLE
signal is the integrated phonon replica emission, in response to a single CW narrowlinewidth laser scanned over the ZPL, for temperatures between 4 and 20 K. When the
temperature is lowered, the width of the ZPL stays roughly the same, but the height
drops significantly. Combined with the near-independence of temperature of the ZPL
and phonon replica emission seen in Fig. 5.2, this is a strong indication for optical spin
pumping in Mo divacancies at lower temperatures. The peak position is shifted with
0.2 meV compared to Fig. 5.2, which is within the uncertainty of [waiting for reply
collaborator]. Experiments with laser resonant with the ZPL were performed within
0.1 meV from the ZPL peak.

Fig. 5.3 shows PL excitation (PLE) traces of the Mo impurity ZPL, obtained by scanning a CW narrow-linewidth laser over the ZPL, and collecting the phonon replica emission, again for several temperatures. While this
high-resolution method could show the homogeneous fine-structure transitions
between ground and excited state, instead a broadened line of (23±1) GHz
[(0.90±0.05) meV] is seen. This inhomogeneous broadening masks the homogeneous spin levels and transitions, as was the case in chapters 3 and 2 on divacancies. As long as it is mostly a broadening of the transition energy from ground
to excited state, and not a broadening of the spin levels within those states, the
homogeneous features can be recovered by spin related emission (SRE) spectroscopy, as described in detail in chapter 1.
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Characterization of the homogeneous linewidth

A requirement for SRE is optical spin pumping when resonance occurs with
a single CW laser at low enough temperature. This laser excites spin from a
ground state level, after which the spin decays to one or more off-resonant, longlived levels or states (e.g. other ground state spin sub-levels, metastable states
of different total spin, or other charge states). For instance, the lifetime of the
ground state spin sub-levels is typically very long compared to the excited state
lifetime in deep defects, which would cause that the spin is not interacting with
the laser for most of time in such an experiment.
A first indication that this indeed happens for Mo defects can be seen in the
PLE temperature dependence in Fig. 5.3. Lowering the temperature from 20
to 4 K, the ZPL measured with PLE strongly decays (in addition to a small
shift to lower energy). While this could be explained by less emission into the
phonon replicas for lower temperatures (the detection channel for PLE), Fig. 5.2
shows that over this temperature range the phonon sideband emission is almost
temperature-independent (which has been observed to hold to within a factor 2,
all the way up to room temperature [62]). This means that the lowering of the
ZPL is due to a decrease in interaction with the laser resonant with the ZPL, a
strong indication of optical spin pumping.
For a first indication of the homogeneous linewidths of the Mo transitions,
the non-linear response to the laser intensity of SRE can be used. To see this,
consider the following: when a laser is polarizing spin into an off-resonant state,
the amount of light absorbed by the impurity is mainly governed by the lifetimes
of the spin states, and not the laser power. Simply put, for high enough power the
system is saturated. Doubling the laser power therefore leads to less than double
emission into the phonon replicas. When two equal-power lasers are resonant
with the inhomogeneous ZPL, but far enough detuned from each other so as
not to address the same spins, the total absorption is the sum of both lasers’
absorption, so double that of a single laser. When the detuning is reduced to
within the homogeneous linewidth of the transitions, effectively the experiment
changes to a single laser of twice the power, addressing half as many defects.
Due to the saturation, this gives less total absorption. The results of such a
measurement, for temperatures between 4 and 8 K, are shown in Fig. 5.4.
Both laser beams had 7 µW power, focussed down to a 70 µm diameter spot.
In these scans for detunings below 100 MHz the PLE could not be observed, due
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Figure 5.4: Saturation spectroscopy of homogeneous linewidth. PLE from
two lasers tuned to the center of the inhomogeneously broadened ZPL peak, as a
function of the detuning of the lasers, for temperatures between 4 and 8 K (traces not
offset, 0 mT). The traces show a dip at zero detuning for all temperatures, a strong
indication of optical spin pumping. The inset shows the FWHM of a Lorentzian fit
to the dips, showing clear broadening towards higher temperature. This indicates a
strongly decreasing excited state lifetime, consistent with optical spin pumping.

to technical details of how the two detuned beams are generated from a single laser
[65]. A small linear background slope was subtraced for clarity, to compensate
for the inhomogeneously broadened ZPL lineshape. Around zero detuning, a
clear dip in PLE can be recognized, which broadens strongly with increasing
temperature, before vanishing above 8 K. The black curves are Lorentzian fits to
the data. In the inset the increasing FWHM from these fits is shown, implying a
strong increase of the excited state dephasing with increasing temperature.
It is worth noting that in principle, any saturation with power would yield
such PLE dips at zero detunings. For example, when strongly driving a twolevel system population saturates to a 50-50 distribution between the two states,
which yields a certain emission. In this situation, two far-detuned lasers addressing separate two-level systems cause more emission than when both lasers are
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pumping on the same, already saturated system. So on their own, these dips
are not unequivocal proof of OSP, or the existence of a ground state with two
or three spin sub-levels - they just prove saturation. However, combined with
the overall lowering of the ZPL discussed in the previous section, the fact that
the ground state is expected to be a spin multiplet with long-lived sublevels,
and the intensity of the lasers being quite low for directly saturating transitions
(for comparison, with divacancies in 4H-SiC, 1000 times more power than used
here does not even start to saturate transitions), it is plausible to ascribe this
behaviour to OSP. Care is required though: the linewidth of these dips does not
guarantee all the spin transitions will have this linewidth. Different excited state
levels might still have different linewidths, e.g. due to spin-dependent indirect
decay mechanisms like intersystem crossing. Not all transitions are being driven
by the lasers applied here (if they were, there would be no spin polarization), and
hence this dip does not necessarily represent all transitions the spin might make.
It does, however, provide a useful first estimate of the width of features to look
for in SRE magneto-spectroscopy.

5.4.2

Spin-related emission magneto-spectroscopy

Figure 5.5a shows PLE as a function of two-laser detuning and magnetic field.
The angle ϕ between the static magnetic field and the c-axis was set to 32◦ ,
and the temperature was set to 4.2 K. A single SRE feature is visible, linear in
magnetic field, labelled A1. The feature is relatively weak, less than 5% of the
background PLE. In comparison: for basal plane divacancies the SRE features
could be up to 100x larger than the background PLE in a similar experiment. In
Fig. 5.5b a similar result is shown, where the angle ϕ was rotated to 57◦ . Three
straight SRE features are visible, shifting away from 0 MHz at zero external
(where B is
magnetic field, labelled B1, B2 and B3 with increasing slope S = dB
dδ
magnetic field strength, and δ is the two-laser detuning). Remarkably different
from magneto-spectroscopy on divacancies in previous chapters, SRE features of
both positive and negative sign are visible. The feature A1 from Fig. 5.5a is
gone at this angle ϕ, or has shifted, indicating a dependence of SRE on magnetic
field orientation. In Fig. 5.5c a third similar result is shown, where the angle ϕ
was rotated further to 87◦ , the temperature was 10 K, and both magnetic field
and detuning were scanned to higher values than before. Again there are SRE
features starting at 0 MHz and 0 mT, labelled C1-4. Clearly, the SRE features
depend on ϕ, since again the number of features, and the slopes of these features
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Figure 5.5: Spin-related emission features in magneto-PLE. a) PLE as a
function of two-laser detuning and static magnetic field strength, with the field at 32◦
from the c-axis, and temperature at 4.2 K. One clear linear SRE feature is visible.
In red is drawn the line δ = gµB B/h with g = 2, implying the actual g-factors must
be much smaller than 2. b) Measurement result as in a), for ϕ = 57◦ . Three linear
SRE features are now visible, labelled B1-3, where B1 and B3 show higher PLE than
the background, and B2 shows lower PLE. The decay of the PLE background towards
lower detunings is the saturation spectroscopy dip seen in Fig. 5.4. The features B1-3
are clearly several times narrower than this saturation dip, and originate at 0 MHz and
0 mT. c) Measurement result as in a) and b), except over a larger range of detuning
and field, with ϕ rotated to 87◦ , and temperature set to 10 K. At these settings, there
are four clear SRE features, labelled C1-4, all with lower PLE than the background.
Again, all features start at 0 MHz, and are linear with magnetic field. The plot has
the same aspect ratio as a) and b).
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are different between ϕ = 87◦ and ϕ = 57◦ . That the slopes are not identical can
be evaluated directly from these plots, since figures 5.5a-c have the same aspect
ratio.
In chapters 2 and 3, the existence of spin S = 1 ground and excited states
with zero-field splittings was directly deduced from the SRE features. The key
properties for this were that they originated at non-zero two-laser detunings at
0 mT, and their non-linear shifting with magnetic field due to mixing of the spin
sublevels. However, all features observed in Fig. 5.5a-c originate at 0 MHz, and
are perfectly linear with magnetic field. It will be argued in section 5.5.1 that this
conflicts with the notion of zero-field splittings in both ground and excited state.
Also, the features shift very slowly with magnetic field. For reference in Fig. 5.5ac, a red dashed line indicating δ = gµB B/h is drawn, where g is the g-factor set
to 2, µB is the Bohr magneton, B the magnetic field strength, and h Planck’s
constant. By measuring on a sample with a high divacancy concentration, in the
same measurement volume as the Mo-rich sample, the magnetic field strength
was confirmed to be accurate, leaving a g-factor smaller than 2 to explain the
slow shifting. This is also further explored in section 5.5.1.

5.4.3

CPT-like sharp SRE features

For a further study of the sign of the spectral features, Fig. 5.6a shows a close-up
of line B1 at 4.2 K and 100 mT, for different applied laser powers. The SRA
feature is actually a 200 MHz broad dip, with a sharper 70 MHz wide peak in its
center, highlighted in grey. This narrower width of the center peak is reminiscent
of coherent population trapping (CPT, see chapter 1), where the feature width
is set by the ground state coherence time, which is much longer than the excited
state lifetime. Also, the opposite sign of the CPT-like feature compared to the
sign of the the broader surrounding feature is to be expected for CPT. If the
broader feature is due to several transitions being driven simultaneously, and
CPT effectively stops some of those transitions due to quantum interference in
the excitation dynamics, the total PLE will be closer to the background PLE
again.
However, a CPT peak originating from a Λ system would be expected to
depend strongly on laser intensity. When the intensity of both lasers goes down,
and driving of the transition is slower than the ground state dephasing time, CPT
should vanish. When the intensity goes up, the CPT feature should broaden,
eventually splitting the broader feature into two peaks (Autler-Townes splitting).
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Figure 5.6: Intensity and temperature dependence of sharp counterfeatures. a) PLE of SRE feature B1 at 4.2 K and 100 mT, for several laser intensities
(both lasers equal). An additional repump laser of equal power is present to prevent
optical bleaching. Each trace is normalized to 1, and they are vertically offset for clarity. For all intensities, a broad 200 MHz FWHM dip is visible, with a sharper 70 MHz
FWHM peak in its center (highlighted in grey). Due to its narrow width compared to
the broader dip, and the opposite sign to the dip, this counter-feature resembles CPT,
yet it does not vanish for lower intensity. b) Close-up of SRE features C2 and C3 at
100 mT, 500 µW laser powers, for temperatures between 4 and 8 K. The counter-feature
peak at 3160 MHz detuning (highlighted in grey) vanishes with increasing temperature,
and only the surrounding broader dip is visible at 8 K. The broader dip at 2800 MHz
stays the same.

Fig. 5.6a shows that, if anything, the narrow peak gets more pronounced for
250x lower laser intensity, compared to both the total PLE and the broader dip
surrounding the counter-feature. Speculating, this might mean that the CPT is
not taking place in a Λ system where two ground states are coupled to the same
excited state, but in a V system, coupling one ground state to two excited states.
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In such a laser configuration, additional effects such as saturation of transitions
plays a role, and the power dependence becomes more complicated [66]. From
here on, these features (that may or may not be CPT) will be called counterfeatures.
Regardless of the Λ, V, or other type of system that might underly the counterfeatures, if they come from a quantum interference effect, they are sensitive to
the coherence times of the states involved. Coherence times might in turn decay
with increasing temperature. Figure 5.6b shows a scan over features C2 and
C3 at temperatures between 4 and 8 K, showing a counter-feature in C3 (high
detuning). In this temperature range, C3 has a counter-feature that disappears
with increasing temperature (and presumably decreasing coherence) supporting
that they are due to quantum interference effects in the excitation dynamics.
Feature C2, meanwhile, stays unchanged. Repeating this measurement for all
features shown in Fig. 5.5, B1, B3 and C3 are found to have counter-features.

5.5

Analysis

5.5.1

Modelling the line positions

To first explain only the spectral positions of SRE features in magneto-spectroscopy,
ignoring the details of optical spin pumping (i.e. amplitude, sign, and linewidth),
it helps to explicitly write down the equations for completely straight SRE features as seen in Fig. 5.5. The Hamiltonian for a spin in a crystal with C3V
symmetry can be written as

~ ·S
~ + hDg(e) S 2 ,
Hg(e) = gg(e) µB B
z

(5.1)

where gg(e) is the g-factor in the ground (excited) state, µB the Bohr magneton,
~ the static external field, h is Planck’s constant, Dg(e) is the splitting between
B
the ms = 0 and the ms 6= 0 sub-levels due to spin-spin interaction in the ground
~ the unitless Pauli spin vector. For SRA features to originate
(excited) state, and S
at 0 MHz two-laser detuning, the involved energy levels in ground and excited
state need to be degenerate at zero field, i.e. Dg(e) = 0. The Hamiltonian of such
a spin state is just the Zeeman Hamiltonian

~ · S,
~
H = gg(e) µB B

(5.2)
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Note that this equation is valid for any spin quantum number of the state. The
eigenenergy Ei for ground state |gi i or excited state |ei i obtained from this Hamil~ according to
tonian shifts from its initial value with B = |B|
∆Ei = gg(e) µB Bmi ,

(5.3)

~ The frequency
where mi is the quantum number for the spin component along B.
fij of a transition between a ground state level |gi i and excited state level |ej i
then changes with B as
∆fij = ∆Ej − ∆Ei

= ge µB Bmj − gg µB Bmi

(5.4)

= µB B(ge mj − gg mi ).

Finally, the frequency of SRE features σijkl are the absolute value of the differences between a pair of transition frequencies. Taking transitions between |gi i
and |ej i, and between |gk i and |el i, SRE features thus change with magnetic field
as
σijkl = |∆fij − ∆fkl |

= |µB B(ge mj − gg mi ) − µB B(ge ml − gg mk )|
= µB B|ge (mj − ml ) + gg (mk − mi )|

(5.5)

= µB B|gg ∆mki + ge ∆mjl |,

where ∆mki(jl) is the quantum number difference of the involved ground (excited)
states. From Eq. 5.5, it can be seen that the linear SRE features σijkl of a state
with some S = n are a subset of the features of a state with S > n. An increase
in S allows larger spin differences ∆mki(jl) , and hence additional σijkl that shift
more strongly with magnetic field.
To explain the positions (and only positions) of up to four spectral lines,
which is the maximum number seen for Mo in Fig. 5.5a-c, only two levels in both
ground and excited state are in principle required. Such an S = 12 system is
depicted in the blue boxes in Fig. 5.7a. If those are the only spin energy levels,
∆mg(e) can be -1, 0 or +1, and hence σijkl can be µB Bgg , µB Bge , µB B(ge + gg )
or µB B|ge − gg |. Allowing the g-factors to vary, these lines can be used to fit the
SRE features in Fig. 5.5a, b or c, but not at the same time: the SRE features
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the zero-field splitting, these extra levels cause avoided crossings. Such bending is not
observed in the data for reasonable Dg and De . b) The solid lines are fits of Eq. 5.5 to
the data: green for ϕ = 87◦ , black for ϕ = 57◦ , and red for ϕ = 87◦ . The dashed green
lines are typical outcomes of Eq. 5.1 with a third level causing avoided crossings. The
fit parameters found for C1-C4 are used, together with Dg = 5 GHz and De = 3 GHz.
The lines are no longer linear due to the zero-field splittings.
were found to depend on the angle ϕ between c-axis and magnetic field, and such
a dependence is not covered by Eq. 5.5.
To have the model account for the observed dependence on magnetic field
orientation, gg and ge have to be anisotropic, with a particular value parallel
to the c-axis, and another perpendicular to it for the most general case (g is a
tensor). This causes Eq. 5.5 to expand to

σijkl

q
q
||
||
= µB B| (gg cos ϕ)2 + (gg⊥ sin ϕ)2 ∆mki + (ge cos ϕ)2 + (ge⊥ sin ϕ)2 ∆mjl |.

(5.6)

Fitting Eq. 5.6 for two S =

1
2

O1

B1-B3 fit

systems to the SRE features at ϕ = (32 ± 1)◦ ,
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60
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||

(57 ± 1)◦ and 87 ± 1◦ at the same time, values of gg = 2.0±0.1, gg⊥ = 0.17±0.02,
||
ge = 0.48±0.02 and ge⊥ = 0.23±0.02 are found to give good agreement between
the model and all observed features, with σijkl falling within all the homogeneous
linewidths (fits shown as solid lines in Fig. 5.7b). Explaining why all four σijkl are
not visible for all ϕ would require a more complete analysis, taking into account
optical spin pumping, and is beyond the scope of this chapter. With this fit, all
SRE features that show counter-features are identified as Λ (V) systems, where
the lasers address the same ground (excited) state and quantum interference in
the driven dynamics is a possibility. For all features with no counter-feature,
except for C2, all four spin sub-levels are involved, which indeed does not allow
for quantum interference. It is possible for a Λ or V system to not show CPT
(for instance due to more spin-sublevels being involved). So, no counterfeature
in C2 does not disprove quantum interference being responsible for the counterfeatures (seeing a counter-feature in a Π system, with all four levels involved,
would disprove it). Hence we conclude that quantum interference could very well
be the reason behind the counter-features.
An important note about these fits: so far no assumptions have been made
about the details of optical spin pumping, or about the roles of the two lasers in
creating SRE features. In other words: since only frequency differences matter,
the ground and excited state are interchangeable for the fits of σijkl to work.
Either way, these values are quite far from those reported in literature [15], where
an isotropic g-factor close to 2 was found for the ground state. The reason behind
this discrepancy is at this point unknown.
While the positions of the lines can be explained with an S = 21 model for
ground and excited state, when also considering their amplitude and sign, an
additional metastable state is required. This is discussed in the next section.

5.5.2

Optical spin pumping: an additional metastable state

When considering the SRE feature amplitudes, and specifically their sign (as
well as earlier literature on Mo in 4H-SiC), two ground state sub-levels are not
sufficient. Since several SRE features show less PLE than the background, the
spins must be pumped into some off-resonant, long-lived state. Since Mo was
previously reported to have an S = 1 ground and excited state, a third spin sublevel is the candidate analyzed here first. If all three levels are degenerate at zero
magnetic field, the line positions are still described by Eq. 5.5, and the analysis
in the previous section remains valid. For an S = 1 ground and excited state,
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there are 12 distinct σijkl , 8 more than for S = 12 , and these 8 are expected to
shift more strongly with magnetic field. These features are not seen in Fig. 5.5
for any angle ϕ. Though the absence of these lines does not support S = 1, it
also does not disprove a third level: to explain which SRE features are visible in
PLE a more complete model is required, that includes the dynamics of optical
spin pumping (see chapter 2), which is beyond the scope of this chapter.
If, however, there are zero-field splittings present, as has been predicted from
theory for these defects, that would expand the model system all six levels in
Fig. 5.7a, with levels with ms 6= 0 split off by Dg and De . The main problem
with this scenario is that for Dg and De of a reasonable size (within the width
of the inhomogeneously broadened ZPL) non-linear shifting of the SRE features
with magnetic field is expected due to spin mixing. This non-linearity can be
understood as a gradual change of the spin quantization axis ẑ, with ẑ first
pointing along the built-in quantization axis (typically along the c-axis for C3V
~ as B increases. When the
symmetry), and then gradually aligning fully along B
external magnetic field is on the order of the zero-field splittings, the spin states
are mixed, and the energy levels bend (this is the same physics underlying the
dependence of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals on static magnetic
field orientation [63]). A hypothetical representation of such bending of the levels
is depicted in Fig. 5.7a, calculated from Eq. 5.1. In Fig. 5.7b the effect of this
bending on SRE features is shown, for ϕ = 87◦ . The solid lines are the fits to the
peak positions in Fig. 5.5a-c, whereas the dashed lines are the predicted S = 1
SRE features for Dg = 5 GHz and De = 3 GHz. Clearly, Eq. 5.1 with S = 1 and
zero-field splittings cannot describe the observed features.
If due to strong spin-orbit coupling the system must be described by a more
comprehensive Hamiltonian with additional orbital degrees of freedom, where the
avoided crossings become normal crossings, the S = 1 scenario could still hold. In
that case, the spin would have a fixed quantization axis, presumably the c-axis
due to the C3V symmetry, which is not significantly perturbed by a magnetic
field. In this scenario, the magnetic field in Eq. 5.5 is replaced by the projection
~ on this fixed axis, so B → B cos ϕ, and hence SRE features are described
of B
by

σijkl = µB |gg ∆mki + ge ∆mjl |B cos ϕ.

(5.7)
||

||

Due to this projection of B along ĉ, only the g-factor components gg and ge can
influence the SRE features. However, fitting to all three angles ϕ in Fig. 5.5
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simultaneously with this built-in quantization axis model turns out to be impos||
||
||
||
sible, when fitting gg and ge . The best fit to ϕ = 87◦ yields gg = 0.95 and ge
||
||
= 0.85, whereas for ϕ = 57◦ , gg = 0.66 and ge = 0.28. This makes the scenario
of S = 1 with zero-field splittings further unlikely. It also leaves unanswered the
question what the metastable state responsible for SRE in section 5.4.1 is, if not
a third split-off ground state spin sub-level.

5.6

Summary and conclusions

In this chapter the ZPL of Mo impurities in a p-type 4H-SiC sample was shown to
be inhomogeneously broadened, from which homogeneous spin signatures could
be extracted by exploiting optical spin pumping. Using two precisely detuned
lasers, a static external magnetic field, and an additional repump laser to prevent
Mo defects from switching charge state, spin-related emission features became
visible below 10 K. These homogeneous magneto-spectroscopy lines are perfectly
linear with magnetic field up to (at least) 1.2 T, which conflicts with previous
EPR studies claiming S = 1 spins with zero-field splittings on the order of 4 GHz
for the ground and excited states. To explain the line positions in magnetospectroscopy, only a (sub-)system of two S = 21 spins is required, degenerate at
zero magnetic field. To also explain the sign of the lines (a lowering of the PLE),
an additional metastable state is required. If this is a third ground state level,
and hence S > 21 , it has to be degenerate at zero magnetic field as well, since there
are no avoided crossings, as seen in magneto-spectroscopy. The features strongly
depend on magnetic field orientation, which can be described by an anisotropic
g-tensor.
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Scientific summary
More than a century after its inception, quantum mechanics has become a wellestablished area of science, grounded in thorough experimental results. Extensive theoretical frameworks have been erected with the aim of harnessing the
unique properties of quantum systems for making devices, for example to enable
impossible-to-crack cryptography, or computers that are exponentially faster for
certain tasks than what is possible now. Such a quantum computer needs many
thousands of quantum systems (qubits) with their quantum states strongly intertwined, unperturbed by their environment (meaning particles, fields - anything
really), yet still responding accurately to our control signals. However, quantum
systems are the most fragile of things, needing great care to engineer and control,
and the historically most succesful systems scale very badly from single qubit
to many-qubit systems (such as ions trapped in laser cooling traps, or gaseous
clouds of atoms). This scaling problem has been tackled once before for regular
information technology, by designing integrated circuitry in the solid state, leading to the current age of information. The big question now is therefore: can we
also build scalable quantum systems in the solid state? And if so, can we engineer
them to be robust, operate at room temperature, and scale cheaply?
While there are many candidate solid-state qubits, the work presented in this
thesis focusses on systems that naturally occur in the semiconducting material
silicon carbide (SiC). SiC consists of subsequent sheets of hexagonally ordered
silicon and carbon, where the sheets lie in the basal plane, and they are stacked
on top of each other along the c-axis. When such a crystal of SiC is grown,
even in the most thoroughly controlled environment, its atoms are not all in a
perfectly regular grid: there will be defects in the lattice. The smallest of these
defects, point defects on the scale of single atoms, are our systems of interest:
missing atoms, substituted impurity atoms, or small complexes of such defects
are examples. The electrons near such a defect locally reconfigure to minimize
their energy (the ground state), upon which the combined spin (the intrinsic
magnetic moment) of the electrons can, for some defects, be in several closely119
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spaced quantum states. These states tend to be very stable (up to milliseconds)
and coherent (the timescale within which the quantum information is preserved),
and essentially form our qubit. By absorbing a photon (a particle of light) of a
particular energy (the transition energy), the electrons can be made to reconfigure into higher-energy states (excited states), which in turn have a different set
of spin states. This interaction with light (which for such defects in SiC tends
to be in the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum, but also causes the
sparkling of diamonds) has led to the name ”color centers”, and it offers an appealing way to transfer quantum information from photons to stationary qubits
and back again. All these states lie deep in the forbidden gap of the semiconductor, meaning the electrons stay localized near the defect, and have very little
interaction with the rest of the material - a must for a potential qubit. There
are many crystallographic forms of SiC (polytypes), each with a unique array of
color centers. Many of these defects all have the same orientation in the material
(making for convenient operation), their operating wavelength lies on the edge of
the telecom regime (convenient for integration into current-day optical networks),
and the growing of SiC is an industrially mature affair. All this makes the scenario of mixing-and-matching particular color centers in SiC to applications very
appealing.
Practically, when considering applications of color centers, it can be preferable
to use ensembles consisting of many defects instead of single defects. Ensembles
can behave as a collective single state, and with the defects spaced out along
the path of the light they can benefit from collective enhancement effects due to
stimulated emission. This leads to strong interaction with light, whereas single
defects often require technologically demanding nano-fabrication to achieve this
(e.g. optical cavities). On the other hand, due to a distribution of strain in
the material, the laser energy needed to excite the electrons is not the same for
all defects. Without strain, light of very particular energies is absorbed by the
system (absorption lines), but this inhomogeneity causes the sharp absorption
lines of differently strained defects to be smeared out into one broad line. Using
a single laser resonant with the transitions, extracting information on the spin
states and optical transitions is impossible, let alone use the system for quantum
information applications. This effect is known as inhomogeneous broadening of
the optical transitions, and is typical for color center ensembles.
This inhomogeneity is the source of the two red threads throughout this thesis. On the one hand, we develop a robust two-laser technique called spin-related
emission or absorption (SRE/SRA). The key ingredient is that a homogeneous
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sub-ensemble of defects has strongly enhanced interaction with light, when multiple lasers address all of its ground states at the same time. Combined with a
carefully aligned static external magnetic field, this allows for detailed analysis
of the spin states and optical transitions, regardless of inhomogeneous broadening. In this thesis several distinct centers in 4H-SiC are investigated with this
technique. On the other hand we move beyond spectroscopy, optimizing the
SRE/SRA for coherent interaction between the light and color centers, which
would be at the core of quantum applications. By addressing the same excited
state with both lasers (a Λ-system configuration) a purely quantum-mechanical
destructive interference effect can take place, causing the electronic spin to remain in its ground state. This trapping of the system in its ground state is
known as coherent population trapping (CPT), whereas the resulting unimpeded
transmission of light through the ensemble is termed electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT). Besides providing information on the coherence times in the
ensemble, EIT and CPT are essential building blocks in several proposed applications of qubits, such as quantum repeaters and memories for the quantum state
of photons.
Our first investigation of the state structure of a color center in SiC is described in chapter 2. The defect under investigation is a divacancy. It consists
of a carbon atom missing from the lattice, adjacent to a missing silicon atom,
giving it a dumbbell shape. It is oriented along the basal plane of the material,
making it lie very asymetrically in the surrounding crystal. Its ground state spin
has previously been reported to consist of three spin energy states (a triplet),
with small energy splittings between these states due to the low symmetry. Divacancies are naturally present in low concentration in commercially purchased
wafers of 4H-SiC. To compensate for this low concentration, we use a specially
designed sample from which very small amounts of light could be collected, emitted in response to direct absorption of the lasers, while filtering out the much
more intense laser light (a technique called photoluminescence excitation). The
resulting spectra fit very well to a simple model describing the optical excitations
and decays: we confirm the ground state triplet and its splittings, and find a
similar triplet structure for the excited-state spin. Identifying a Λ-system, and
use it to show CPT: the first step towards all-optical quantum applications with
divacancies in SiC.
In chapter 3 we explore the structure and transitions of a second type of divacancy, oriented in a more symmetrical way in the lattice, along the c-axis. Its
optical transition energy is very different from the basal-plane divacancy, making
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it easy to choose which type to address. The sample had been irradiated with
high-energy electrons, creating a much higher defect concentration. As a result,
absorption is high enough for measurements to be performed in transmission, a
step towards, but not yet reaching the strong absorption (termed optical thickness) needed for actual devices. It is found that there are two distinct defects
with their optical transitions overlapping, both with the ground state structure
that has been attributed to the c-axis divacancy. One of these is identified as
having a triplet excited state as well, whereas the excited state of the other is
not conclusively identified. However, by judicious choice of the laser energies
and magnetic field orientation, we can nearly exclusively have the lasers address
Λ-systems. Chapter 4 proceeds with these results, showing EIT in c-axis divacancies, and exploring in-depth the influence of defect inhomogeneities and the
driving of more than two transitions on EIT. The system is shown to dephase very
slowly despite the optical field, showing promise for all-optical quantum control.
It is also found that EIT can be robustly realized, though to be practically useful
very high laser intensities are required. These are predicted to be realizable by
trapping the light in very narrow optical waveguides, pointing the way for future
research on these defects.
In chapter 5 we study SRE (as with the basal plane divacancies) of molybdenum interstitial color centers. These were shown to also have a triplet ground
state, with splitting between the spin states almost three times larger than for
divacancies, which can be useful for high-fidelity operation. No research had yet
been done on the excited state (besides showing that it exists), or the coherence
of the states. Contrary to existing literature, we argue our results indicate ground
and excited spin states with only two levels (spin doublets), with no splittings
at zero magnetic field, and anisotropic g-tensors to explain the magnetic field
behaviour.

Wetenschappelijke samenvatting
Meer dan een eeuw na zijn eerste begin is kwantummechanica een algemeen erkend wetenschapsgebied, geworteld in grondige experimentele resultaten. Er zijn
uitvoerige theoretische kaders opgericht, met als doel de unieke eigenschappen
van kwantumsystemen te benutten om apparaten te maken: bijvoorbeeld om
onkraakbare cryptografie mogelijk te maken, of computers die sommige problemen exponentieel sneller door kunnen rekenen dan wat nu mogelijk is. Voor zo’n
kwantumcomputer zijn duizenden kwantumsystemen (qubits) nodig, met hun
toestanden sterk verstrengeld, ongestoord door hun omgeveving (bestaande uit
deeltjes, velden - alles eigenlijk), maar nog steeds ontvankelijk voor onze signalen
ter controlle. Echter, kwantumsystemen zijn uiterst fragiel, moeilijk te realiseren
en controlleren, en de historisch meest succesvolle systemen schalen slecht van
enkel qubit naar meerdere (zoals met laser koelvallen ingevangen ionen, of atomaire gaswolken). Deze schaling is reeds eerder gerealiseerd in het kader van de
informatietechnologie, door elektronische circuits in de vaste stof te verwezenlijken, wat leidde tot het huidige informatietijdperk. De grote vraag is nu dus:
kunnen we ook schaalbare kwantumsystemen maken in de vaste stof? En zo ja,
kunnen we deze robuust maken, werkende op kamertemperatuur, en goedkoop
schaalbaar?
Er zijn vele kandidaat-qubits om deze rol te vervullen, maar in deze scriptie
wordt specifiek gekeken naar systemen die van nature voorkomen in de halfgeleider siliciumcarbide (SiC). SiC bestaat uit opeenvolgende hexagonale lagen silicium en koolstof, waarbij de lagen in het grondvlak liggen, en de stapelrichting de
c-as heet. Wanneer zo’n kristal van SiC wordt gegroeid, zelfs in de meest minutieus gecontrolleerde omgeving, vormen de atomen geen perfect rooster: er zullen
defecten zijn. De kleinste hiervan, puntdefecten op de schaal van enkele atomen,
zijn ons systeem van interesse, bijvoorbeeld missende atomen, binnengedrongen
onzuiverheidsatomen, of kleine complexen van zulke defecten. De elektronen
vlakbij het defect herschikken zich om hun energie te minimaliseren (de grondtoestand), waarop hun gezamelijke spin (hun intrinsiek magnetisch moment) zich
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in enkele dicht op elkaar liggende kwantumtoestanden kan bevinden. Deze toestanden zijn erg vaak erg stabiel (tot wel milliseconden) en coherent (de tijdschaal
waarop kwantuminformatie blijft bestaan), en vormen ons gezochte qubit. Door
een foton (een lichtdeeltje) te absorberen kunnen de elektronen zich weer herschikken in een toestand met hogere energie (de geëxciteerde toestand), die weer
zijn eigen spin toestanden heeft. Deze interactie met licht (wat voor zulke defecten in SiC vaak in het infrarode deel van het elektromagnetisch spectrum ligt,
maar ook zorgt voor het glinsteren van diamanten) is de reden voor hun naam
”kleurcentra”, en biedt een aanlokkelijke manier om kwantuminformatie van fotonen naar stilstaande qubits over te brengen, en weer terug. Al deze toestanden
liggen diep in het verboden regime van de halfgeleider, wat betekent dat de elektronen sterk gelokaliseerd blijven bij het defect, en weinig interactie voelen met
de rest van het materiaal - een must voor een potentiële qubit. Er zijn vele
kristallografische vormen van SiC (polytypen), elk met zijn eigen unieke scala
aan kleurcentra. Veel van deze defecten hebben dezelfde oriëntatie in het materiaal (wat ze makkelijker bruikbaar maakt), de benodigde golflenge van licht
ligt op de rand van het telecom regime (handig om ze te kunnen verweven in
hedendaagse optische netwerken), en het groeien van SiC is een industrieel volwassen bezigheid. Om al deze redenen is het een aanlokkelijk idee het optimale
kleurcentrum in SiC te kunnen kiezen voor iederee applicatie.
Het kan praktisch zijn om voor kwantumtoepassingen een groep defecten te
gebruiken, in plaats van enkele defecten. Zo’n groep kan zich gedragen als een
collectief kwantumsysteem. Tevens kunnen de defecten, als ze in het pad van
het licht liggen, de interactie met licht collectief versterken door gestimuleerde
emissie. Voor dergelijke sterke interactie moet voor enkele defecten vaak gecompliceerde nanofabricage worden toegevoegd om het defect heen (zoals optische
holtes). Aan de andere kant is de laser energie benodigd om de elektronen te
exciteren niet hetzelfde voor alle defecten, vanwege mechanische spanningen in
het materiaal. Zonder spanning wordt licht met een zeer specifieke energie geabsorbeerd door het systeem geabsorbeerd (absorptielijnen), maar deze inhomogeniteit zorgt ervoor dat de scherpe lijnen van verschillende defecten samensmelten
tot één brede lijn. Hierdoor wordt het onmogelijk om met een enkele laser informatie over de spintoestanden en optische overgangen te verkrijgen, laat staan
het systeem voor kwantumtoepassingen te gebruiken. Dit effect staat bekend
als inhomogene verbreding van de optische overgangen, en is typisch voor grote
groepen kleurcentra.
Deze inhomogeniteit is de bron van de twee rode draden door dit proefschrift.
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Aan de ene kant ontwikkelen we een robuuste tweelasertechniek genoemd spingerelateerde emissie or absorptie (SRE/SRA). Het essentiële ingrediënt is dat een
homogene subgroep defecten een sterk vergrote interactie heeft met licht, wanneer
meerdere lasers alle grondtoestanden tegelijk aanspreken. Gecombineerd met een
nauwkeurig uitgelijnd statisch extern magnetisch veld maakt dit gedetailleerde
analyse van de spintoestanden en optische overgangen mogelijk, ongeacht inhomogene verbreding. In dit proefschrift worden meerdere kleurcentra onderzocht
met deze techniek. Aan de andere kant gaan we verder dan spectroscopie, door
de SRE/SRA te optimaliseren voor coherente interactie tussen licht en kleurcentra, wat de essentie van kwantumapplicaties zou zijn. Door met beide lasers
dezelfde geëxciteerde spintoestand aan te spreken (een zogeheten Λ-systeem) kan
een puur kwantummechanisch destructief interferentieëffect plaatsvinden, waarbij
de elektronische spin in zijn grondtoestand blijft. Dit vangen van het systeem in
zijn grondtoestand staat bekend als coherent populatie vangen (CPT), terwijl de
resulterende ongehinderde transmissie van licht door de defecten elektromagnetische transparantie (EIT) wordt genoemd. Naast dat ze direct inzicht bieden in
de coherentie van de groep kleurcentra, zijn EIT en CPT essentiële bouwblokken
in meerdere voorgestelde toepassingen van qubits, zoals kwantumherhalers en
geheugens voor de kwantumtoestand van fotonen.
Ons eerste onderzoek naar de toestandstructuur van een kleurcentrum in SiC
staat beschreven in hoofdstuk 2. Het defect in kwestie is een ”divacancy”. Deze
bestaat uit een koolstofatoom wat ontbreekt in het rooster, naast een evenzozeer
afwezig siliciumatoom, wat het defect de vorm geeft van een halter. Deze halter is
georiënteerd langs het grondvlak van het rooster, waardoor het zeer asymmetrisch
ligt ten opzichte van de omringende kristalstructuur. Voor de grondtoestand van
dit defect is eerder aangetoond dat hij uit drie spin energietoestanden bestaat
(een triplet), met kleine energieverschillen tussen deze toestanden vanwege de
lage symmetrie. Divacancies zijn van nature in relatief kleine aantallen aanwezig
in commercieel verkregen 4H-SiC monsters. Om te compenseren voor de lage
defectdichtheid maken we gebruik van een speciaal ontworpen monster, waaruit
extreem kleine hoeveelheden licht kunnen worden gedetecteerd, terwijl het veel
sterkere laserlicht wordt weggefilterd (een techniek genaam photoluminiscentie
excitatie). De resulterende spectra komen goed overeen met een simpel model
waarin optische excitatie en verval wordt beschreven: we bevestigen de grondtoestand als triplet met de eerder gerapporteerde energieverschillen, en tonen
aan dat de geëxciteerde toestand een zelfde structuur heeft. We identificeren
een Λ-systeem, en tonen er CPT mee aan: de eerste stap naar volledig optische
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kwantum toepassingen met divacancies in SiC.
In hoofdstuk 3 verkennen we de structuur en overgangen van een tweede type
divacancy, ditmaal georiënteerd langs de c-as. De energie benodigd voor de optische overgang is volstrekt anders dan die voor een grondvlak-divacancy, zodat
het makkelijk is de defecten te onderscheiden. Het monster was bestraald met
elektronen met een hoge energie, waardoor een veel hogere defectdichtheid was
gecreëerd. Als gevolg hiervan is de absorbtie sterk genoeg om de metingen te
doen in transmissie - een stap richting de sterke absorbtie (”optische dichtheid”)
die nodig is voor daadwerkelijke toepassingen. Het blijkt dat er twee verschillende defecten zijn waarvan de optische overgangen overlappen, beiden met de
grondtoestand die eerder al is toegeschreven aan c-as divacancies. Een van deze
heeft tevens een triplet geëxciteerde toestand, terwijl deze voor het andere defect
niet overtuigend kon worden geı̈dentificeerd. Echter, door een slimme keuze van
laserenergie en oriëntatie van magnetisch veld kunnen we de lasers bijna exclusief
laten interacteren met Λ-systemen. Hoofdstuk 4 gaat verder op dit resultaat: we
demonstreren EIT in c-as divacancies, en verkennen tot in detail de invloed van
inhomogeniteit en het aandrijven van extra optische overgangen op EIT. De elektronische spins blijken kwantuminformatie lang vast te houden onder invloed van
lasers, wat perspectief biedt voor volledig optische controlle over hun kwantumtoestand. We tonen aan dat EIT onder deze omstandigheden een robuust effect
is, hoewel voor praktische toepassingen erg hoge laserintensiteiten nodig zullen
zijn. Deze worden voorspeld haalbaar te zijn wanneer het licht wordt opgesloten
in erg nauwe optische kanalen, wat een pad voor toekomstig toekomst aan deze
defecten toont.
In hoofdstuk 5 bestuderen we SRE (als voor de grondvlak-divacancies) van
molybdeen onzuiverheidsatomen, die ook kleurcentra vormen. Hiervoor is beweerd dat ze een triplet grondtoestand hebben, met energieverschillen bijna drie
keer zo groot als voor divacancies - potentieel nuttig voor nauwkeurige controlle
over de interactie met licht. Er was echter nog geen onderzoek gedaan naar de
geëxciteerde toestand (behalve aantonen dat hij bestaat), of de coherentie van de
toestanden. In strijd met de eerdere literatuur, concluderen we dat onze resultaten voor zowel grondtoestand als geëxciteerde toestand duiden op slechts twee
energietoestanden (spin doublets), zonder energieverschillen bij nul magnetisch
veld, en anisotrope g-factoren om het gedrag bij magnetisch veld te verklaren.
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